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Description

[0001] This specification relates to construction zone detection using a plurality of information sources.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Autonomous vehicles use various computing systems to aid in transporting passengers from one location to
another. Some autonomous vehicles may require some initial input or continuous input from an operator, such as a pilot,
driver, or passenger. Other systems, for example autopilot systems, may be used only when the system has been
engaged, which permits the operator to switch from a manual mode (where the operator exercises a high degree of
control over the movement of the vehicle) to an autonomous mode (where the vehicle essentially drives itself) to modes
that lie somewhere in between. German patent application publication number DE 10 2007 051 260 A1 discloses a lane-
holding assistance system with an optical sensor for detecting lane boundaries. An evaluation unit and a position detection
unit are provided for accessing road map data. The evaluation unit performs a validation of recorded lane according to
the data. The assistance system remains activated or deactivated according to the validation, or is reconfigured according
to the validation. German patent application publication number DE 10 2009 033058 A1 presents a device with a
navigation system for providing driving introduction. The navigation system is coupled with a transverse regulating unit
and a servo steering in an operative manner. The driving introduction is displayed by the transverse regulating unit as
a haptic steering signal of the servo steering.

SUMMARY

[0003] The invention is defined in the claims appended hereto.
[0004] The specification discloses embodiments that relate to detection of a construction zone using multiple infor-
mation sources. In one aspect, the specification describes a method. The method comprises receiving, at a computing
device configured to control a vehicle, from a plurality of sources of information, information relating to detection of a
construction zone on a road on which the vehicle is travelling. Each source of information of the plurality of sources of
information is assigned a respective reliability metric indicative of a level of confidence of the detection of the construction
zone based on respective information received from that source of information. The method also comprises determining,
using the computing device, a likelihood of existence of the construction zone on the road, based on the information
and respective reliability metrics of the plurality of sources of information. The method also comprises modifying, using
the computing device, a control strategy associated with a driving behavior of the vehicle, based on the likelihood; and
further comprises controlling, using the computing device, the vehicle based on the modified control strategy.
[0005] In another aspect, the specification describes a non-transitory computer readable medium having stored thereon
instructions executable by a computing device of a vehicle to cause the computing device to perform functions. The
functions comprise receiving, from a plurality of sources of information, information relating to detection of a construction
zone on a road on which the vehicle is travelling. Each source of information of the plurality of sources of information is
assigned a respective reliability metric indicative of a level of confidence of the detection of the construction zone based
on respective information received from that source of information. The functions also comprise determining a likelihood
of existence of the construction zone on the road, based on the information and respective reliability metrics of the
plurality of sources of information. The functions further comprise modifying a control strategy associated with a driving
behavior of the vehicle, based on the likelihood. The functions also comprise controlling the vehicle based on the modified
control strategy.
[0006] In still another aspect, the specification describes a control system for a vehicle. The control system comprises
a computing device. The computing device is configured to receive, from a plurality of sources of information, information
relating to detection of a construction zone on a road on which the vehicle is travelling. Each source of information of
the plurality of sources of information is assigned a respective reliability metric indicative of a level of confidence of the
detection of the construction zone based on respective information received from that source of information. The com-
puting device also is configured to determine a likelihood of existence of the construction zone on the road, based on
the information and respective reliability metrics of the plurality of sources of information. The computing device further
is configured to modify a control strategy associated with a driving behavior of the vehicle, based on the likelihood; and
control the vehicle based on the modified control strategy.
[0007] In addition to the illustrative aspects, embodiments, and features described above, further aspects, embodi-
ments, and features will become apparent by reference to the figures and the following detailed description.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0008]
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Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of an example automobile, in accordance with an example embodiment.

Figure 2 illustrates an example automobile, in accordance with an example embodiment.

Figure 3 is a flow chart of a method for detection of a construction zone using a plurality of sources of information
of information, in accordance with an example embodiment.

Figure 4 illustrates a vehicle approaching a construction zone, in accordance with an example embodiment.

Figure 5 is a flow chart of a method for detection of a construction zone sign, in accordance with an example
embodiment.

Figures 6A-6B illustrate images of a road and vicinity of the road the vehicle is travelling on, in accordance with an
example embodiment.

Figures 6C-6D illustrate portions of the images of the road and the vicinity of the road depicting sides of the road at
a predetermined height range, in accordance with an example embodiment.

Figure 7 is a flow chart of a method for detection of the construction zone sign using LIDAR-based information, in
accordance with an example embodiment.

Figure 8A illustrates LIDAR-based detection of the construction zone sign in an area at a height greater than a
threshold height from a surface of the road, in accordance with an example embodiment.

Figure 8B illustrates a LIDAR-based image depicting the area at the height greater than the threshold height from
the surface of the road, in accordance with an example embodiment.

Figure 9 is a flow chart of a method for detection of construction zone objects using LIDAR-based information, in
accordance with an example embodiment.

Figure 10A illustrates LIDAR-based detection of a construction zone cone in an area within a threshold distance
from a surface of the road, in accordance with an example embodiment.

Figure 10B illustrates a LIDAR-based image depicting the area within the threshold distance from the surface of the
road, in accordance with an example embodiment.

Figure 10C illustrates LIDAR-based detection of construction zone cones forming a lane boundary, in accordance
with an example embodiment.

Figure 10D illustrates a LIDAR-based image depicting construction zone cones forming a lane boundary, in accord-
ance with an example embodiment.

Figure 11 is a schematic illustrating a conceptual partial view of a computer program, in accordance with an example
embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] The following detailed description describes various features and functions of the disclosed systems and meth-
ods with reference to the accompanying figures. In the figures, similar symbols identify similar components, unless
context dictates otherwise. The illustrative system and method embodiments described herein are not meant to be
limiting. It may be readily understood that certain aspects of the disclosed systems and methods can be arranged and
combined in a wide variety of different configurations, all of which are contemplated herein.
[0010] An autonomous vehicle operating on a road may be configured to rely on maps for navigation. In some examples,
changes due to existence of a construction zone on the road may not be reflected in the maps. Therefore, the autonomous
vehicle may be configured to detect the construction zone and drive through the construction zone safely.
[0011] In an example, a computing device, configured to control the vehicle, may be configured to receive information,
from a plurality of sources, relating to detection of a construction zone on the road on which the vehicle is travelling.
Also, the computing device may be configured to determine a likelihood of existence of the construction zone on the
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road, based on the information. Further the computing device may be configured to modify a control strategy associated
with a driving behavior of the vehicle, based on the likelihood; and control the vehicle based on the modified control
strategy.
[0012] An example vehicle control system may be implemented in or may take the form of an automobile. Alternatively,
a vehicle control system may be implemented in or take the form of other vehicles, such as cars, trucks, motorcycles,
buses, boats, airplanes, helicopters, lawn mowers, recreational vehicles, amusement park vehicles, farm equipment,
construction equipment, trams, golf carts, trains, and trolleys. Other vehicles are possible as well.
[0013] Further, an example system may take the form of non-transitory computer-readable medium, which has program
instructions stored thereon that are executable by at least one processor to provide the functionality described herein.
An example system may also take the form of an automobile or a subsystem of an automobile that includes such a non-
transitory computer-readable medium having such program instructions stored thereon.
[0014] Referring now to the Figures, Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of an example automobile 100, in accordance
with an example embodiment. Components coupled to or included in the automobile 100 may include a propulsion
system 102, a sensor system 104, a control system 106, peripherals 108, a power supply 110, a computing device 111,
and a user interface 112. The computing device 111 may include a processor 113, and a memory 114. The memory
114 may include instructions 115 executable by the processor 113, and may also store map data 116. Components of
the automobile 100 may be configured to work in an interconnected fashion with each other and/or with other components
coupled to respective systems. For example, the power supply 110 may provide power to all the components of the
automobile 100. The computing device 111 may be configured to receive information from and control the propulsion
system 102, the sensor system 104, the control system 106, and the peripherals 108. The computing device 111 may
be configured to generate a display of images on and receive inputs from the user interface 112.
[0015] In other examples, the automobile 100 may include more, fewer, or different systems, and each system may
include more, fewer, or different components. Additionally, the systems and components shown may be combined or
divided in any number of ways.
[0016] The propulsion system 102 may may be configured to provide powered motion for the automobile 100. As
shown, the propulsion system 102 includes an engine/motor 118, an energy source 120, a transmission 122, and
wheels/tires 124.
[0017] The engine/motor 118 may be or include any combination of an internal combustion engine, an electric motor,
a steam engine, and a Stirling engine. Other motors and engines are possible as well. In some examples, the propulsion
system 102 could include multiple types of engines and/or motors. For instance, a gas-electric hybrid car could include
a gasoline engine and an electric motor. Other examples are possible.
[0018] The energy source 120 may be a source of energy that powers the engine/motor 118 in full or in part. That is,
the engine/motor 118 may be configured to convert the energy source 120 into mechanical energy. Examples of energy
sources 120 include gasoline, diesel, other petroleum-based fuels, propane, other compressed gas-based fuels, ethanol,
solar panels, batteries, and other sources of electrical power. The energy source(s) 120 could additionally or alternatively
include any combination of fuel tanks, batteries, capacitors, and/or flywheels. In some examples, the energy source 120
may provide energy for other systems of the automobile 100 as well.
[0019] The transmission 122 may be configured to transmit mechanical power from the engine/motor 118 to the
wheels/tires 124. To this end, the transmission 122 may include a gearbox, clutch, differential, drive shafts, and/or other
elements. In examples where the transmission 122 includes drive shafts, the drive shafts could include one or more
axles that are configured to be coupled to the wheels/tires 124.
[0020] The wheels/tires 124 of automobile 100 could be configured in various formats, including a unicycle, bicycle/mo-
torcycle, tricycle, or car/truck four-wheel format. Other wheel/tire formats are possible as well, such as those including
six or more wheels. The wheels/tires 124 of automobile 100 may be configured to rotate differentially with respect to
other wheels/tires 124. In some examples, the wheels/tires 124 may include at least one wheel that is fixedly attached
to the transmission 122 and at least one tire coupled to a rim of the wheel that could make contact with the driving
surface. The wheels/tires 124 may include any combination of metal and rubber, or combination of other materials.
[0021] The propulsion system 102 may additionally or alternatively include components other than those shown.
[0022] The sensor system 104 may include a number of sensors configured to sense information about an environment
in which the automobile 100 is located. As shown, the sensors of the sensor system include a Global Positioning System
(GPS) module 126, an inertial measurement unit (IMU) 128, a radio detection and ranging (RADAR) unit 130, a laser
rangefinder and/or light detection and ranging (LIDAR) unit 132, a camera 134, and actuators 136 configured to modify
a position and/or orientation of the sensors. The sensor system 104 may include additional sensors as well, including,
for example, sensors that monitor internal systems of the automobile 100 (e.g., an O2 monitor, a fuel gauge, an engine
oil temperature, etc.). Other sensors are possible as well.
[0023] The GPS module 126 may be any sensor configured to estimate a geographic location of the automobile 100.
To this end, the GPS module 126 may include a transceiver configured to estimate a position of the automobile 100 with
respect to the Earth, based on satellite-based positioning data. In an example, the computing device 111 may be
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configured to use the GPS module 126 in combination with the map data 116 to estimate a location of a lane boundary
on road on which the automobile 100 may be travelling on. The GPS module 126 may take other forms as well.
[0024] The IMU 128 may be any combination of sensors configured to sense position and orientation changes of the
automobile 100 based on inertial acceleration. In some examples, the combination of sensors may include, for example,
accelerometers and gyroscopes. Other combinations of sensors are possible as well.
[0025] The RADAR unit 130 may be considered as an object detection system that may be configured to use radio
waves to determine characteristics of the object such as range, altitude, direction, or speed of the object. The RADAR
unit 130 may be configured to transmit pulses of radio waves or microwaves that may bounce off any object in a path
of the waves. The object may return a part of energy of the waves to a receiver (e.g., dish or antenna), which may be
part of the RADAR unit 130 as well. The RADAR unit 130 also may be configured to perform digital signal processing
of received signals (bouncing off the object) and may be configured to identify the object.
[0026] Other systems similar to RADAR have been used in other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. One example
is LIDAR (light detection and ranging), which may be configured to use visible light from lasers rather than radio waves.
[0027] The LIDAR unit 132 may include a sensor configured to sense or detect objects in an environment in which
the automobile 100 is located using light. Generally, LIDAR is an optical remote sensing technology that can measure
distance to, or other properties of, a target by illuminating the target with light. The light can be any type of electromagnetic
waves such as laser. As an example, the LIDAR unit 132 may include a laser source and/or laser scanner configured
to emit pulses of laser and a detector configured to receive reflections of the laser. For example, the LIDAR unit 132
may include a laser range finder reflected by a rotating mirror, and the laser is scanned around a scene being digitized,
in one or two dimensions, gathering distance measurements at specified angle intervals. In examples, the LIDAR unit
132 may include components such as light (e.g., laser) source, scanner and optics, photo-detector and receiver elec-
tronics, and position and navigation system.
[0028] In an example, The LIDAR unit 132 may be configured to use ultraviolet (UV), visible, or infrared light to image
objects and can be used with a wide range of targets, including non-metallic objects. In one example, a narrow laser
beam can be used to map physical features of an object with high resolution.
[0029] In examples, wavelengths in a range from about 10 micrometers (infrared) to about 250 nm (UV) could be
used. Typically light is reflected via backscattering. Different types of scattering are used for different LIDAR applications,
such as Rayleigh scattering, Mie scattering and Raman scattering, as well as fluorescence. Based on different kinds of
backscattering, LIDAR can be accordingly called Rayleigh LIDAR, Mie LIDAR, Raman LIDAR and Na/Fe/K Fluorescence
LIDAR, as examples. Suitable combinations of wavelengths can allow for remote mapping of objects by looking for
wavelength-dependent changes in intensity of reflected signals, for example.
[0030] Three-dimensional (3D) imaging can be achieved using both scanning and non-scanning LIDAR systems. "3D
gated viewing laser radar" is an example of a non-scanning laser ranging system that applies a pulsed laser and a fast
gated camera. Imaging LIDAR can also be performed using an array of high speed detectors and a modulation sensitive
detectors array typically built on single chips using CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) and hybrid
CMOS/CCD (charge-coupled device) fabrication techniques. In these devices, each pixel may be processed locally by
demodulation or gating at high speed such that the array can be processed to represent an image from a camera. Using
this technique, many thousands of pixels may be acquired simultaneously to create a 3D point cloud representing an
object or scene being detected by the LIDAR unit 132.
[0031] A point cloud may include a set of vertices in a 3D coordinate system. These vertices may be defined by X, Y,
and Z coordinates, for example, and may represent an external surface of an object. The LIDAR unit 132 may be
configured to create the point cloud by measuring a large number of points on the surface of the object, and may output
the point cloud as a data file. As the result of a 3D scanning process of the object by the LIDAR unit 132, the point cloud
can be used to identify and visualize the object.
[0032] In one example, the point cloud can be directly rendered to visualize the object. In another example, the point
cloud may be converted to polygon or triangle mesh models through a process that may be referred to as surface
reconstruction. Example techniques for converting a point cloud to a 3D surface may include Delaunay triangulation,
alpha shapes, and ball pivoting. These techniques include building a network of triangles over existing vertices of the
point cloud. Other example techniques may include converting the point cloud into a volumetric distance field and
reconstructing an implicit surface so defined through a marching cubes algorithm.
[0033] The camera 134 may be any camera (e.g., a still camera, a video camera, etc.) configured to capture images
of the environment in which the automobile 100 is located. To this end, the camera may be configured to detect visible
light, or may be configured to detect light from other portions of the spectrum, such as infrared or ultraviolet light. Other
types of cameras are possible as well. The camera 134 may be a two-dimensional detector, or may have a three-
dimensional spatial range. In some examples, the camera 134 may be, for example, a range detector configured to
generate a two-dimensional image indicating a distance from the camera 134 to a number of points in the environment.
To this end, the camera 134 may use one or more range detecting techniques. For example, the camera 134 may be
configured to use a structured light technique in which the automobile 100 illuminates an object in the environment with
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a predetermined light pattern, such as a grid or checkerboard pattern and uses the camera 134 to detect a reflection of
the predetermined light pattern off the object. Based on distortions in the reflected light pattern, the automobile 100 may
be configured to determine the distance to the points on the object. The predetermined light pattern may comprise
infrared light, or light of another wavelength.
[0034] The actuators 136 may, for example, be configured to modify a position and/or orientation of the sensors.
[0035] The sensor system 104 may additionally or alternatively include components other than those shown.
[0036] The control system 106 may be configured to control operation of the automobile 100 and its components. To
this end, the control system 106 may include a steering unit 138, a throttle 140, a brake unit 142, a sensor fusion algorithm
144, a computer vision system 146, a navigation or pathing system 148, and an obstacle avoidance system 150.
[0037] The steering unit 138 may be any combination of mechanisms configured to adjust the heading or direction of
the automobile 100.
[0038] The throttle 140 may be any combination of mechanisms configured to control the operating speed and accel-
eration of the engine/motor 118 and, in turn, the speed and acceleration of the automobile 100.
[0039] The brake unit 142 may be any combination of mechanisms configured to decelerate the automobile 100. For
example, the brake unit 142 may use friction to slow the wheels/tires 124. As another example, the brake unit 142 may
be configured to be regenerative and convert the kinetic energy of the wheels/tires 124 to electric current. The brake
unit 142 may take other forms as well.
[0040] The sensor fusion algorithm 144 may include an algorithm (or a computer program product storing an algorithm)
executable by the computing device 111, for example. The sensor fusion algorithm 144 may be configured to accept
data from the sensor system 104 as an input. The data may include, for example, data representing information sensed
at the sensors of the sensor system 104. The sensor fusion algorithm 144 may include, for example, a Kalman filter, a
Bayesian network, or another algorithm. The sensor fusion algorithm 144 further may be configured to provide various
assessments based on the data from the sensor system 104, including, for example, evaluations of individual objects
and/or features in the environment in which the automobile 100 is located, evaluations of particular situations, and/or
evaluations of possible impacts based on particular situations. Other assessments are possible as well
[0041] The computer vision system 146 may be any system configured to process and analyze images captured by
the camera 134 in order to identify objects and/or features in the environment in which the automobile 100 is located,
including, for example, lane information, traffic signals and obstacles. To this end, the computer vision system 146 may
use an object recognition algorithm, a Structure from Motion (SFM) algorithm, video tracking, or other computer vision
techniques. In some examples, the computer vision system 146 may additionally be configured to map the environment,
track objects, estimate speed of objects, etc.
[0042] The navigation and pathing system 148 may be any system configured to determine a driving path for the
automobile 100. The navigation and pathing system 148 may additionally be configured to update the driving path
dynamically while the automobile 100
is in operation. In some examples, the navigation and pathing system 148 may be configured to incorporate data from
the sensor fusion algorithm 144, the GPS module 126, and one or more predetermined maps so as to determine the
driving path for the automobile 100.
[0043] The obstacle avoidance system 150 may be any system configured to identify, evaluate, and avoid or otherwise
negotiate obstacles in the environment in which the automobile 100 is located.
[0044] The control system 106 may additionally or alternatively include components other than those shown.
[0045] Peripherals 108 may be configured to allow the automobile 100 to interact with external sensors, other auto-
mobiles, and/or a user. To this end, the peripherals 108 may include, for example, a wireless communication system
152, a touchscreen 154, a microphone 156, and/or a speaker 158.
[0046] The wireless communication system 152 may be any system configured to be wirelessly coupled to one or
more other automobiles, sensors, or other entities, either directly or via a communication network. To this end, the
wireless communication system 152 may include an antenna and a chipset for communicating with the other automobiles,
sensors, or other entities either directly or over an air interface. The chipset or wireless communication system 152 in
general may be arranged to communicate according to one or more other types of wireless communication (e.g., protocols)
such as Bluetooth, communication protocols described in IEEE 802.11 (including any IEEE 802.11 revisions), cellular
technology (such as GSM, CDMA, UMTS, EV-DO, WiMAX, or LTE), Zigbee, dedicated short range communications
(DSRC), and radio frequency identification (RFID) communications, among other possibilities. The wireless communi-
cation system 152 may take other forms as well.
[0047] The touchscreen 154 may be used by a user to input commands to the automobile 100. To this end, the
touchscreen 154 may be configured to sense at least one of a position and a movement of a user’s finger via capacitive
sensing, resistance sensing, or a surface acoustic wave process, among other possibilities. The touchscreen 154 may
be capable of sensing finger movement in a direction parallel or planar to the touchscreen surface, in a direction normal
to the touchscreen surface, or both, and may also be capable of sensing a level of pressure applied to the touchscreen
surface. The touchscreen 154 may be formed of one or more translucent or transparent insulating layers and one or
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more translucent or transparent conducting layers. The touchscreen 154 may take other forms as well.
[0048] The microphone 156 may be configured to receive audio (e.g., a voice command or other audio input) from a
user of the automobile 100. Similarly, the speakers 158 may be configured to output audio to the user of the automobile
100.
[0049] The peripherals 108 may additionally or alternatively include components other than those shown.
[0050] The power supply 110 may be configured to provide power to some or all of the components of the automobile
100. To this end, the power supply 110 may include, for example, a rechargeable lithium-ion or lead-acid battery. In
some examples, one or more banks of batteries could be configured to provide electrical power. Other power supply
materials and configurations are possible as well. In some examples, the power supply 110 and energy source 120 may
be implemented together, as in some all-electric cars.
[0051] The processor 113 included in the computing device 111 may comprise one or more general-purpose processors
and/or one or more special-purpose processors (e.g., image processor, digital signal processor, etc.). To the extent that
the processor 113 includes more than one processor, such processors could work separately or in combination. The
computing device 111 may be configured to control functions of the automobile 100 based on input received through
the user interface 112, for example.
[0052] The memory 114, in turn, may comprise one or more volatile and/or one or more non-volatile storage compo-
nents, such as optical, magnetic, and/or organic storage, and the memory 114 may be integrated in whole or in part with
the processor 113. The memory 114 may contain the instructions 115 (e.g., program logic) executable by the processor
113 to execute various automobile functions.
[0053] The components of the automobile 100 could be configured to work in an interconnected fashion with other
components within and/or outside their respective systems. To this end, the components and systems of the automobile
100 may be communicatively linked together by a system bus, network, and/or other connection mechanism (not shown).
[0054] Further, while each of the components and systems are shown to be integrated in the automobile 100, in some
examples, one or more components or systems may be removably mounted on or otherwise connected (mechanically
or electrically) to the automobile 100 using wired or wireless connections.
[0055] The automobile 100 may include one or more elements in addition to or instead of those shown. For example,
the automobile 100 may include one or more additional interfaces and/or power supplies. Other additional components
are possible as well. In these examples, the memory 114 may further include instructions executable by the processor
113 to control and/or communicate with the additional components.
[0056] Figure 2 illustrates an example automobile 200, in accordance with an embodiment. In particular, Figure 2
shows a Right Side View, Front View, Back View, and Top View of the automobile 200. Although automobile 200 is
illustrated in Figure 2 as a car, other examples are possible. For instance, the automobile 200 could represent a truck,
a van, a semi-trailer truck, a motorcycle, a golf cart, an off-road vehicle, or a farm vehicle, among other examples. As
shown, the automobile 200 includes a first sensor unit 202, a second sensor unit 204, a third sensor unit 206, a wireless
communication system 208, and a camera 210.
[0057] Each of the first, second, and third sensor units 202-206 may include any combination of global positioning
system sensors, inertial measurement units, RADAR units, LIDAR units, cameras, lane detection sensors, and acoustic
sensors. Other types of sensors are possible as well.
[0058] While the first, second, and third sensor units 202 are shown to be mounted in particular locations on the
automobile 200, in some examples the sensor unit 202 may be mounted elsewhere on the automobile 200, either inside
or outside the automobile 200. Further, while only three sensor units are shown, in some examples more or fewer sensor
units may be included in the automobile 200.
[0059] In some examples, one or more of the first, second, and third sensor units 202-206 may include one or more
movable mounts on which the sensors may be movably mounted. The movable mount may include, for example, a
rotating platform. Sensors mounted on the rotating platform could be rotated so that the sensors may obtain information
from each direction around the automobile 200. Alternatively or additionally, the movable mount may include a tilting
platform. Sensors mounted on the tilting platform could be tilted within a particular range of angles and/or azimuths so
that the sensors may obtain information from a variety of angles. The movable mount may take other forms as well.
[0060] Further, in some examples, one or more of the first, second, and third sensor units 202-206 may include one
or more actuators configured to adjust the position and/or orientation of sensors in the sensor unit by moving the sensors
and/or movable mounts. Example actuators include motors, pneumatic actuators, hydraulic pistons, relays, solenoids,
and piezoelectric actuators. Other actuators are possible as well.
[0061] The wireless communication system 208 may be any system configured to wirelessly couple to one or more
other automobiles, sensors, or other entities, either directly or via a communication network as described above with
respect to the wireless communication system 152 in Figure 1. While the wireless communication system 208 is shown
to be positioned on a roof of the automobile 200, in other examples the wireless communication system 208 could be
located, fully or in part, elsewhere.
[0062] The camera 210 may be any camera (e.g., a still camera, a video camera, etc.) configured to capture images
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of the environment in which the automobile 200 is located. To this end, the camera may take any of the forms described
above with respect to the camera 134 in Figure 1. While the camera 210 is shown to be mounted inside a front windshield
of the automobile 200, in other examples the camera 210 may be mounted elsewhere on the automobile 200, either
inside or outside the automobile 200.
[0063] The automobile 200 may include one or more other components in addition to or instead of those shown.
[0064] A control system of the automobile 200 may be configured to control the automobile 200 in accordance with a
control strategy from among multiple possible control strategies. The control system may be configured to receive
information from sensors coupled to the automobile 200 (on or off the automobile 200), modify the control strategy (and
an associated driving behavior) based on the information, and control the automobile 200 in accordance with the modified
control strategy. The control system further may be configured to monitor the information received from the sensors,
and continuously evaluate driving conditions; and also may be configured to modify the control strategy and driving
behavior based on changes in the driving conditions.
[0065] Figure 3 is a flow chart of a method 300 for detection of a construction zone using a plurality of sources of
information, in accordance with an example embodiment. Figure 4 illustrates a vehicle approaching a construction zone,
in accordance with an embodiment, to illustrate the method 300. Figures 3 and 4 will be described together.
[0066] The method 300 may include one or more operations, functions, or actions as illustrated by one or more of
blocks 302-308. Although the blocks are illustrated in a sequential order, these blocks may in some instances be performed
in parallel, and/or in a different order than those described herein. Also, the various blocks may be combined into fewer
blocks, divided into additional blocks, and/or removed based upon the desired implementation.
[0067] In addition, for the method 300 and other processes and methods disclosed herein, the flowchart shows func-
tionality and operation of one possible implementation of present embodiments. In this regard, each block may represent
a module, a segment, or a portion of program code, which includes one or more instructions executable by a processor
for implementing specific logical functions or steps in the process. The program code may be stored on any type of
computer readable medium or memory, for example, such as a storage device including a disk or hard drive. The
computer readable medium may include a non-transitory computer readable medium, for example, such as computer-
readable media that stores data for short periods of time like register memory, processor cache and Random Access
Memory (RAM). The computer readable medium may also include non-transitory media or memory, such as secondary
or persistent long term storage, like read only memory (ROM), optical or magnetic disks, compact-disc read only memory
(CD-ROM), for example. The computer readable media may also be any other volatile or non-volatile storage systems.
The computer readable medium may be considered a computer readable storage medium, a tangible storage device,
or other article of manufacture, for example.
[0068] In addition, for the method 300 and other processes and methods disclosed herein, each block in Figure 3 may
represent circuitry that is wired to perform the specific logical functions in the process.
[0069] At block 302, the method 300 includes receiving, at a computing device configured to control a vehicle, from
a plurality of sources of information, information relating to detection of a construction zone on a road on which the
vehicle is travelling, and each source of information of the plurality of sources of information may be assigned a respective
reliability metric indicative of a level of confidence of the detection of the construction zone based on the information
received from that source of information. The computing device may be onboard the vehicle or may be off-board but in
wireless communication with the vehicle, for example. Also, the computing device may be configured to control the
vehicle in an autonomous or semi-autonomous operation mode. Further, the computing device may be configured to
receive, from sensors coupled to the vehicle, information associated with, for example, condition of systems and sub-
systems of the vehicle, driving conditions, road conditions, etc.
[0070] Figure 4 illustrates a vehicle 402 approaching a construction zone on a road 404. The computing device,
configured to control the vehicle 402, may be configured to receive information relating to detection of the construction
zone. The information may be received from a plurality of sources. For example, the information may include image-
based information received from an image-capture device or camera (e.g., the camera 134 in Figure 1, or the camera
210 in Figure 2) coupled to the computing device. In one example, the image-capture device may be onboard the vehicle
402; but, in another example, the image-capture device may be off-board (e.g., a given camera coupled to a traffic signal
post). The image-based information, for example, may be indicative of location of one or more static objects with respect
to the road such as construction zone cone(s) 406, construction zone barrel(s) 408, construction equipment 410A-B,
construction zone signs 412A-B, etc. The construction zone cone(s) 406 is used hereinafter to refer to a single cone or
a group/series of cones. The image-based information also may be indicative of other objects related to construction
zones such as orange vests and chevrons. The image-based information also may be indicative of road geometry (e.g.,
curves, lanes, etc.).
[0071] In another example, the information relating to the detection of the construction zone may include LIDAR-based
information received from a light detection and ranging (LIDAR) sensor (e.g., the LIDAR unit 132 in Figure 1) coupled
to the vehicle 402 and in communication with the computing device. The LIDAR sensor may be configured to provide a
three-dimensional (3D) point cloud of the road 404 and vicinity of the road 404. The computing device may be configured
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to identify objects (e.g., the construction zone cone(s) 406, the construction zone barrel(s) 408, the construction equipment
410A-B, the construction zone signs 412A-B, etc.) represented by sets of points in the 3D point cloud, for example.
[0072] In still another example, the information may include RADAR-based information received from a radio detection
and ranging (RADAR) sensor (e.g., the RADAR unit 130 in Figure 1) coupled to the vehicle 402 and in communication
with the computing device. For example, the RADAR sensor may be configured to emit radio waves and receive back
the emitted radio waves that bounced off objects on the road 404 or in the vicinity of the road 404. The received signals
or RADAR-based information may be indicative of characteristics of an object off of which the radio waves bounced.
The characteristics, for example, may include dimensional characteristics of the object, distance between the object and
the vehicle 402, and whether the object is stationary or moving, in addition to speed and direction of motion.
[0073] In yet another example, the information may include traffic information. The traffic information may be indicative
of behavior of other vehicles, such as vehicles 414A-B, on the road 404. As an example, the traffic information may be
received from Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) devices coupled to the vehicles 414A-B. GPS information received
from a respective GPS device may be indicative of a position of a respective vehicle including the respective GPS device
with respect to the Earth, based on satellite-based positioning data.
[0074] In another example, the vehicles 414A-B may be configured to communicate location/position and speed
information to a road infrastructure device (e.g., a device on a post on the road 404), and the infrastructure device may
communicate such traffic information to the computing device. This communication may be referred to as vehicle-to-
infrastructure communication. Vehicle-to-infrastructure communication may include wireless exchange of critical safety
and operational data between vehicles (e.g., the vehicle 402 and the vehicles 414A-B) and road infrastructure, intended
to enable a wide range of safety, mobility, road condition, traffic, and environmental information. Vehicle-to-infrastructure
communication may apply to all vehicle types and all roads, and may transform infrastructure equipment into "smart
infrastructure" through incorporation of algorithms that use data exchanged between vehicles and infrastructure elements
to perform calculations, by the computing device coupled to the vehicle 402 for example, that may recognize high-risk
situations in advance, resulting in driver alerts and warnings through specific countermeasures. As an example, traffic
signal systems on the road 404 may be configured to communicate signal phase and timing (SPAT) information to the
vehicle 402 to deliver active traffic information, safety advisories, and warnings to the vehicle 402 or a driver of the
vehicle 402.
[0075] In still another example, the traffic information may be received from direct vehicle-to-vehicle communication.
In this example, owners of the vehicles 402 and 414A-B may be given an option to opt in or out of sharing information
between vehicles. The vehicles 414A-B on the road 404 may include devices (e.g., GPS devices coupled to the vehicles
414A-B or mobile phones used by drivers of the vehicles 414A-B) that may be configured to provide trackable signals
to the computing device configured to control the vehicle 402. The computing device may be configured to receive the
trackable signals and extract traffic information and behavior information of the vehicles 414A-B, for example.
[0076] In yet another example the traffic information may be received from a traffic report broadcast (e.g., radio traffic
services). In yet still another example, the computing device may be configured to receive the traffic information from
on-board or off-board sensors in communication with the computing device configured to control the vehicle 402. As an
example, laser-based sensors can provide speed statistics of vehicles passing through lanes of a highway, and com-
municate such information to the computing device.
[0077] Based on the traffic information, the computing device may be configured to estimate nominal speeds and flow
of traffic of other vehicles, such as the vehicles 414A-B, on the road 404. In an example, the computing device may be
configured to determine a change in nominal speed and flow of traffic of the vehicles 414A-B based on the traffic
information, and compare the change in behavior of the vehicles 414A-B to a predetermined or typical pattern of traffic
changes associated with approaching a given construction zone.
[0078] In yet still another example, the information relating to detection of the construction zone may include map
information related to prior or preexisting maps. For example, the map information may include information associated
with traffic signs 416A-B, a number of lanes on the road 404, locations of lane boundaries, etc. The prior maps may be
populated with existing signs manually or through electronic detection of the existing signs. However, the map information
may not include information relating to recent road changes due to temporary road work that may cause changes to
road lanes. For example, the map information may not include respective information relating to temporary construction
zone signs such as the construction zone signs 412A-B.
[0079] Additionally, each source of information of the plurality of sources of information may be assigned a respective
reliability metric. The reliability metric may be indicative of a level of confidence of the detection of the construction zone
based on respective information received from that source of information. As an example for illustration, the traffic
information may be more reliable in detecting the construction zone than the RADAR-based information; in other words,
the computing device may be configured to detect, based on the traffic information, existence of a construction zone
with level of confidence that is higher than a respective level of confidence of detecting the construction zone based on
the RADAR-based information. In this example, the source of the traffic information may be assigned a higher reliability
metric than the RADAR unit, which may be the source of the RADAR-based information. In examples, the reliability
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metric may be determined based on previously collected data from a plurality of driving situations.
[0080] Referring back to Figure 3, at block 304, the method 300 includes determining, using the computing device, a
likelihood of existence of the construction zone on the road, based on the information and respective reliability metrics
of the plurality of sources of information. As an example, in Figure 4, based on the information relating to detection of
the construction zone and received from the plurality of sources at the computing device configured to control the vehicle
402, the computing device may be configured to determine a likelihood of existence of the construction zone on the road
404.
[0081] In an example, the computing device may be configured to determine, from the image-based information
received from the image-capture device, a change in road geometry due to the construction zone, and may assign the
likelihood based on the determined change. For example, the computing device may be configured to compare the
determined change to a typical change associated with a typical construction zone, and determine the likelihood based
on the comparison. As another example, the computing device may be configured to identify, using image recognition
techniques known in the art, construction zone objects (e.g., the construction zone cone(s) 406, the construction zone
barrel(s) 408, the construction zone signs 412A-B, the construction equipment 410A-B, or any other construction zone
indicators) depicted in images captured by the image-capture device. In one example, the computing device may be
configured to assign a respective likelihood of identification that may be indicative of a level of confidence associated
with identifying construction zone objects, and determine the likelihood of the existence of the construction zone based
on the respective likelihoods of identification for the construction zone objects.
[0082] Similarly, the computing device may be configured to identify the construction zone objects based on the LIDAR-
based and/or RADAR-based information. As an example, the computing device may be configured to identify a candidate
construction zone object (a candidate construction zone cone, barrel, or sign) represented by a set of points of a 3D
point cloud provided by the LIDAR sensor; and the computing device may be configured to assign a respective likelihood
of identification for the candidate construction zone object based on a respective level of confidence for identification of
the object.
[0083] In an example, the computing device may be configured to compare a shape of the candidate construction
zone object (identified in the image-based information, LIDAR-based information, or RADAR-based information) to one
or more predetermined shapes of typical construction zone objects; and also may be configured to determine a match
metric indicative of how similar the candidate construction zone object is to a given predetermined shape (e.g., a per-
centage of match between dimensional characteristics of the shape of the candidate object and the given predetermined
shape). The computing device may be configured to determine the likelihood based on the match metric. The computing
device also may be configured to use any of the techniques described below with regard to Figure 9 to detect and/or
identify construction zone objects.
[0084] In an example, the computing device may be configured to receive the map information associated with the
road 404, and the map information may include locations and types of existing signs (e.g., the signs 416A-B) on the
road 404. The computing device further may be configured to determine a presence of a candidate construction zone
sign (e.g., one or both of the construction zone signs 412A-B), which may be missing from the map information. In one
example, the candidate construction zone sign being missing from the map information may be indicative of temporariness
of the candidate construction zone sign, and thus may indicate that the candidate construction zone sign is likely a
construction zone sign. Accordingly, the computing device may assign a respective likelihood that the candidate con-
struction zone sign is associated with a construction zone. In an example, the computing device may be configured to
update the map information to include respective sign information associated with the candidate construction zone sign
and the likelihood of the existence of the construction zone on the road, so as to allow other vehicles or drivers on the
road 404 to be cautious that there is a given likelihood of existence of a given construction zone on the road 404. The
computing device also may be configured to use any of the techniques described below with regard to Figures 5 and 7
to detect and/or identify construction zone signs.
[0085] In still another example, the computing device may be configured to receive the traffic information indicative of
behavior of the other vehicles 414A-B on the road 404. In this example, to determine the likelihood, the computing device
may be configured to determine a change in nominal speed and flow of traffic of the other vehicles 414A-B based on
the traffic information. The computing device may be configured to compare the change in behavior of the other vehicles
414A-B with a predetermined or typical pattern of traffic changes associated with approaching a given construction zone,
and the computing device may be configured to determine the likelihood based on the comparison. In an example, the
computing device, in determining the likelihood based on the comparison, may be configured to distinguish a given
change in traffic associated with an accident site from a respective change in traffic associated with approaching a
respective construction zone. For example, an accident site may be characterized by a congestion point towards which
vehicles may slow down and accelerate once the congestion point is passed; alternatively, construction zones may be
characterized by a longer road section of changed speed and flow of traffic. In another example, the computing device
may be configured to distinguish an accident site from a construction zone based on accident information received from
an accident broadcasting service.
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[0086] In one example, the computing device may be configured to assign or determine a respective likelihood of
existence of the construction zone for each type or source of information (e.g., the image-based information, LIDAR-
based information, RADAR-based information, the map information, and the traffic information) and further may be
configured to determine a single likelihood based on a combination of the respective likelihoods (e.g., a weighted com-
bination of the respective likelihoods). For instance, the respective likelihood assigned to each source of information of
the plurality of sources of information may be based on the reliability metric assigned to that source of information. Also,
in an example, based on a respective likelihood determined for a source of the plurality of sources of information, the
computing device may be configured to enable a sensor or module coupled to the vehicle 402 to receive information
from another source of information to confirm existence of the construction zone.
[0087] In another example, the computing device may be configured to generate a probabilistic model (e.g., a Gaussian
distribution), based on the information relating to detection of the construction zone received from the plurality of sources
and the respective reliability metrics assigned to the plurality of sources, to determine the likelihood of the existence of
the construction zone. For example, the likelihood of the existence of the construction zone may be determined as a
function of a set of parameter values that are determined based on the information from the plurality of sources and the
respective reliability metrics. In this example, the likelihood may be defined as equal to probability of an observed outcome
(the existence of the construction zone) given those parameter values. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that
determining the likelihood function may involve distinguishing between discrete probability distribution, continuous prob-
ability distribution, and mixed continuous-discrete distributions, and that several types of likelihood exist such as log
likelihood, relative likelihood, conditional likelihood, marginal likelihood, profile likelihood, and partial likelihood.
[0088] In still another example, the computing device may be configured to process the information from the plurality
of sources and the respective reliability metrics through a classifier to determine the likelihood. The classifier can be
defined as an algorithm or mathematical function implemented by a classification algorithm that maps input information
(e.g., the information relating to detection of the construction zone and the respective reliability metrics) to a class (e.g.,
existence of the construction zone).
[0089] Classification may involve identifying to which of a set of classes (e.g., existence or nonexistence of the con-
struction zone) a new observation may belong, on the basis of a training set of data containing observations (or instances)
with a known class. The individual observations may be analyzed into a set of quantifiable properties, known as various
explanatory variables or features. As an example, classification may include assigning a respective likelihood to "existence
of construction zone" or "nonexistence of construction zone" classes as indicated by received information relating to
detection of the construction zone (e.g., image-based information, LIDAR-based information, RADAR-based information,
map information, traffic information, etc.).
[0090] In one example, the classification may include a probabilistic classification. Probabilistic classification algorithms
may output a probability of an instance (e.g., a driving situation or a group of observations indicated by the received
information relating to the detection of the construction zone) being a member of each of the possible classes: "existence
of construction zone" or "nonexistence of construction zone". Determining likelihood of the existence of the construction
zone may be based on probability assigned to each class. Also, the probabilistic classification can output a confidence
value associated with the existence of the construction zone.
[0091] Example classification algorithms may include Linear classifiers (e.g., Fisher’s linear discriminant, logistic re-
gression, naive Bayes, and perceptron), Support vector machines (e.g., least squares support vector machines), quadratic
classifiers, kernel estimation (e.g., k-nearest neighbor), boosting, decision trees (e.g., random forests), neural networks,
Gene Expression Programming, Bayesian networks, hidden Markov models, and learning vector quantization. Other
example classifiers are also possible.
[0092] As an example for illustration, a linear classifier may be expressed as a linear function that assigns a score or
likelihood to each possible class k (e.g., "existence of construction zone" or "nonexistence of construction zone") by
combining a feature vector (vector of parameters associated with the information relating to the detection of the con-
struction zone and received from the plurality of sources and the respective reliability metrics) of an instance (e.g., a
driving situation) with a vector of weights, using a dot product. Class with the higher score or likelihood may be selected
as a predicted class. This type of score function is known as a linear predictor function and may have this general form: 

where Xi is the feature vector for instance i, βk is a vector of weights corresponding to category k, and score(Xi, k) is the
score associated with assigning instance i to category k.
[0093] As an example, a training computing device may be configured to receive training data for a plurality of driving
situations of a given vehicle. For example, for each of the plurality of driving situations, respective training data may
include respective image-based information, respective LIDAR-based information, respective RADAR-based informa-
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tion, respective traffic information, and respective map information. Also, the training computing device may be configured
to receive positive or negative indication of existence of a respective construction zone corresponding to the respective
training data for each of the driving situations. Further the training computing device may be configured to correlate, for
each driving situation, the positive or negative indication with the respective training data; and determine parameters
(e.g., vector of weights for equation 1) of the classifier based on the correlations for the plurality of driving situations.
Further, in an example, the training computing device may be configured to determine a respective reliability metric for
each source of information based on the correlation. The parameters and respective reliability metrics of the plurality of
sources of information may be provided to the computing device configured to control the vehicle 402 such that as the
computing device receives the information, from the plurality of sources of information, relating to the detection of the
construction zone, the computing device may be configured to process the information through the classifier using the
determined parameters of the classifier to determine the likelihood.
[0094] In one example, the likelihood may be qualitative such as "low," "medium," or "high" or may be numerical such
as a number on a scale, for example. Other examples are possible.
[0095] Referring back to Figure 3, at block 306, the method 300 includes modifying, using the computing device, a
control strategy associated with a driving behavior of the vehicle, based on the likelihood.
[0096] The control system of the vehicle may support multiple control strategies and associated driving behaviors that
may be predetermined or adaptive to changes in a driving environment of the vehicle. Generally, a control strategy may
comprise sets of rules associated with traffic interaction in various driving contexts such as approaching a construction
zone. The control strategy may comprise rules that determine a speed of the vehicle and a lane that the vehicle may
travel on while taking into account safety and traffic rules and concerns (e.g., changes in road geometry due to existence
of a construction zone, vehicles stopped at an intersection and windows-of-opportunity in yield situation, lane tracking,
speed control, distance from other vehicles on the road, passing other vehicles, and queuing in stop-and-go traffic, and
avoiding areas that may result in unsafe behavior such as oncoming-traffic lanes, etc.). For instance, in approaching a
construction zone, the computing device may be configured to modify or select, based on the determined likelihood of
the existence of the construction zone, a control strategy comprising rules for actions that control the vehicle speed to
safely maintain a distance with other objects and select a lane that is considered safest given road changes due to the
existence of the construction zone.
[0097] As an example, in Figure 4, if the likelihood of the existence of the construction zone is high (e.g., exceeds a
predetermined threshold), the computing device may be configured to utilize sensor information, received from on-board
sensors on the vehicle 402 or off-board sensors in communication with the computing device, in making a navigation
decision rather than preexisting map information that may not include information and changes relating to the construction
zone. Also, the computing device may be configured to utilize the sensor information rather than the preexisting map
information to estimate lane boundaries. For example, referring to Figure 4, the computing device may be configured to
determine locations of construction zone markers (e.g., the construction zone cone(s) 406) rather than lane markers
418 on the road 404 to estimate and follow the lane boundaries. As another example, the computing device may be
configured to activate one or more sensors for detection of construction workers 420 and making the navigation decision
based on the detection.
[0098] In an example, a first control strategy may comprise a default driving behavior and a second control strategy
may comprise a defensive driving behavior. Characteristics of a the defensive driving behavior may comprise, for example,
following a vehicle of the vehicles 414A-B, maintaining a predetermined safe distance with the vehicles 414A-B that
may be larger than a distance maintained in the default driving behavior, turning-on lights, reducing a speed of the
vehicle 402, and stopping the vehicle 402. In this example, the computing device of the vehicle 402 may be configured
to compare the determined likelihood to a threshold likelihood, and the computing device may be configured to select
the first or the second control strategy, based on the comparison. For example, if the determined likelihood is greater
than the threshold likelihood, the computing device may be configured to select the second driving behavior (e.g., the
defensive driving behavior). If the determined likelihood is less than the threshold likelihood, the computing device may
be configured to modify the control strategy to the first control strategy (e.g., select the default driving behavior).
[0099] In yet another example, alternatively or in addition to transition between discrete control strategies (e.g., the
first control strategy and the second control strategy) the computing device may be configured to select from a continuum
of driving modes or states based on the determined likelihood. In still another example, the computing device may be
configured to select a discrete control strategy and also may be configured to select a driving mode from a continuum
of driving modes within the selected discrete control strategy. In this example, a given control strategy may comprise
multiple sets of driving rules, where a set of driving rules describe actions for control of speed and direction of the vehicle
402. The computing device further may be configured to cause a smooth transition from a given set of driving rules to
another set of driving rules of the multiple sets of driving rules, based on the determined likelihood. A smooth transition
may indicate that the transition from the given set of rules to another may not be perceived by a passenger in the vehicle
402 as a sudden or jerky change in a speed or direction of the vehicle 402, for example.
[0100] In an example, a given control strategy may comprise a program or computer instructions that characterize
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actuators controlling the vehicle 402 (e.g., throttle, steering gear, brake, accelerator, or transmission shifter) based on
the determined likelihood. The given control strategy may include action sets ranked by priority, and the action sets may
include alternative actions that the vehicle 402 may take to accomplish a task (e.g., driving from one location to another).
The alternative actions may be ranked based on the determined likelihood, for example. Also, the computing device
may be configured to select an action to be performed and, optionally, modified based on the determined likelihood.
[0101] In another example, multiple control strategies (e.g., programs) may continuously propose actions to the com-
puting device. The computing device may be configured to decide which strategy may be selected or may be configured
to modify the control strategy based on a weighted set of goals (safety, speed, etc.), for example. Weights of the weighted
set of goals may be a function of the determined likelihood. Based on an evaluation of the weighted set of goals, the
computing device, for example, may be configured to rank the multiple control strategies and respective action sets and
select or modify a given strategy and a respective action set based on the ranking.
[0102] These examples and driving situations are for illustration only. Other examples and control strategies and
driving behaviors are possible as well.
[0103] Referring back to Figure 3, at block 308, the method 300 includes controlling, using the computing device, the
vehicle based on the modified control strategy. In an example, the computing device may be configured to control
actuators of the vehicle using an action set or rule set associated with the modified control strategy. For instance, the
computing device may be configured to adjust translational velocity, or rotational velocity, or both, of the vehicle based
on the modified driving behavior.
[0104] As an example, in Figure 4, controlling the vehicle 402 may comprise determining a desired path of the vehicle,
based on the likelihood. In one example, the computing device may have determined a high likelihood that a construction
zone exists on the road 404 on which the vehicle 402 is travelling. In this example, the computing device may be
configured to take into account lane boundary indicated by the lane markers 418 on the road 404 as a soft constraint
(i.e., the lane boundary can be violated if a safer path is determined) when determining the desired path. The computing
device thus may be configured to determine a number and locations of the construction zone cone(s) 406 that may form
a modified lane boundary; and may be configured to adhere to the modified lane boundary instead of the lane boundary
indicated by the lane markers 418.
[0105] As shown in Figure 4, the vehicle 402 may be approaching the construction zone on the road 404, and the
computing device may be configured to control the vehicle 402 according to a defensive driving behavior to safely
navigate the construction zone. For example, the computing device may be configured to reduce speed of the vehicle
402, cause the vehicle 402 to change lanes and adhere to the modified lane boundary formed by the construction zone
cone(s) 406, shift to a position behind the vehicle 414A, and follow the vehicle 414A while keeping a predetermined safe
distance.
[0106] In one example, in addition to determining the likelihood of the existence of the construction zone, the computing
device may be configured to determine or estimate a severity of changes to the road 404 due to the existence of the
construction zone. The computing device may be configured to modify the control strategy further based on the severity
of the changes. As an example, in Figure 4, the computing device may be configured to determine, based on the
construction equipment 410A-B, number and locations of the construction zone cone(s) 406 and barrel(s) 408, how
severe the changes (e.g., lane closure, shifts, etc.) to the road 404 are, and control the vehicle 402 in accordance with
the defensive driving behavior. In another example, the construction zone may comprise less severe changes. For
example, the construction zone may comprise a worker that may be painting on a curb lane on a side of the road 404.
In this example, changes to the road 404 may be less severe than changes depicted in Figure 4, and the computing
device may be configured to reduce the speed of the vehicle 402 as opposed to stop the vehicle 402 or cause the vehicle
402 to change lanes, for example.
[0107] These control actions and driving situations are for illustration only. Other actions and situations are possible
as well. In one example, the computing device may be configured to control the vehicle based on the modified control
strategy as an interim control until a human driver can take control of the vehicle.
[0108] As described above with respect to Figures 3 and 4, the computing device may be configured to determine the
likelihood of the existence of the construction zone based on identification or detection of a construction zone sign (e.g.,
the construction zone sign 412A) that may be indicative of the construction zone.
[0109] Figure 5 is a flow chart of a method 500 for detection of a construction zone sign, in accordance with an example
embodiment. Figures 6A-6B illustrate images of a road and vicinity of the road the vehicle is travelling on, in accordance
with an example embodiment, and Figures 6C-6D illustrate portions of the images of the road and the vicinity of the road
depicting sides of the road at a predetermined height range, in accordance with an example embodiment. Figures 5 and
6A-6D will be described together.
[0110] The method 500 may include one or more operations, functions, or actions as illustrated by one or more of
blocks 502-512. Although the blocks are illustrated in a sequential order, these blocks may in some instances be performed
in parallel, and/or in a different order than those described herein. Also, the various blocks may be combined into fewer
blocks, divided into additional blocks, and/or removed based upon the desired implementation.
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[0111] At block 502, the method 500 includes receiving, at a computing device configured to control a vehicle, from
an image-capture device coupled to the computing device, one or more images of a vicinity of a road on which the
vehicle is travelling. The computing device may be onboard the vehicle or may be off-board but in wireless communication
with the vehicle, for example. Also, the computing device may be configured to control the vehicle in an autonomous or
semi-autonomous operation mode. Further, an image-capture device (e.g., the camera 134 in Figure 1 or the camera
210 in Figure 2) may be coupled to the vehicle and in communication with the computing device. The image-capture
device may be configured to capture images or video of the road and vicinity of the road on which the vehicle is travelling on.
[0112] Figures 6A-6B, for example, illustrate example images 602 and 604, respectively, captured by the image-
capture device coupled to the vehicle 402 in Figure 4. In an example, the image-capture device may be configured to
continuously capture still images or a video from which the still images can be extracted. In one example, one or more
image-capture devices may be coupled to the vehicle 402; the one or more image-capture devices may be configured
to capture the images from multiple views to take into account surroundings of the vehicle 402 and road condition from
all directions.
[0113] Referring back to Figure 5, at block 504, the method 500 includes determining, using the computing device,
one or more image portions in the one or more images, and the one or more image portions may depict sides of the
road at a predetermined height range. In some examples, the predetermined height range may correspond to a height
range that is typically used for construction zone signs. In many jurisdictions, construction zones on roads are regulated
by standard specifications and rules, which may be used to define the predetermined height range. An example rule
may state that a construction zone sign indicating existence of a construction zone on the road may be placed at a given
location continuously for longer than three days and may be mounted on a post on a side of the road. Further, another
rule may specify that a minimum sign mounting height for a temporary warning construction zone sign, for example,
may be 1 foot above road ground level. In other examples, in addition to or alternative to the minimum sign mounting
height, a height range can be specified, i.e., a height range for a temporary warning construction zone sign may be
between 1 foot and 6 feet, for example. In some locations where the construction zone sign may be located behind a
traffic control device such as a traffic safety drum or temporary barrier, the minimum height may be raised to 5 feet in
order to provide additional visibility. Additionally or alternatively, a height range can be specified to be between 5 feet
and 11 feet, for example. These numbers and rules are for illustration only. Other standards and rules are possible. In
some examples, the predetermined height range or minimum height of a typical construction zone sign may be dependent
on location (e.g., geographic region, which state in the United States of America, country, etc.).
[0114] The computing device may be configured to determine portions, in the images captured by the image-capture
device, which may depict road sides at the predetermined height range of a typical construction zone sign according to
the standard specifications. As an example, in Figure 6A, the computing device may be configured to determine a portion
606 in the image 602 depicting a side of the road 404 at a predetermined height range specified for typical construction
zone signs according to the standard specifications. Similarly, in Figure 6B, the computing device may be configured to
determine a portion 608 in the image 604 depicting another side of the road 404 at the predetermined height range.
Figure 6C illustrates the image portion 606 of the image 602 illustrated in Figure 6A, and Figure 6D illustrates the image
portion 608 of the image 604 illustrated in Figure 6B.
[0115] Referring back to Figure 5, at block 506, the method 500 includes detecting, using the computing device, a
construction zone sign in the one or more image portions. The standard specifications also may include rules for shape,
color, pattern, and retroreflective characteristics of typical construction zone signs. As an example for illustration, the
standard specifications may specify that a typical construction zone sign may be a 48 inches x 48 inches diamond shape
with black letters of symbols on an orange background having a standard type of reflective sheeting. These specifications
are for illustration only, and other specifications are possible.
[0116] As an example, referring to Figures 6A-6D, the computing device may be configured to detect candidate
construction zone signs, such as the sign 412A and the sign 416B in the image portions 608 and 606, respectively. The
computing device further may be configured to determine, using image recognition techniques known in the art for
example, whether a candidate construction zone sign relates to a construction zone, based on one or more of the shape,
color, pattern, and reflective characteristics of the candidate construction zone sign as compared to the standard spec-
ifications of typical construction zone signs. For example, the computing device may be configured, based on the com-
parison, to determine that the sign 412A is a construction zone sign, while the sign 416B is not.
[0117] In an example to illustrate use of image recognition, the computing device may be configured to compare an
object detected, in the one or more image portions, to a template of the typical construction zone sign. For example, the
computing device may be configured to identify features of the object such as color, shape, edges, and corners of the
object in the one or more image portions. Then, the computing device may be configured to compare these features to
orange/yellow color, diamond shape with sharp edges, and corners (i.e., "corner signature") of the typical construction
zone sign. The computing device may be configured to process the features (e.g., color, shape, etc.) or parameters
representative of the features of the object through a classifier to determine whether the features of the object match
typical features of the typical construction zone sign. The classifier can map input information (e.g., the features of the
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object) to a class (e.g., the object represents a construction zone sign). Examples of classifiers, training data, and
classification algorithms are described above with regard to block 304 of the method 300 illustrated in Figure 3.
[0118] In an example, the computing device may be configured to use information received from other sensors or
units coupled to the vehicle 402, in addition to image-based information received from the image-capture device, to
confirm or validate detection of a construction zone sign. For example, the computing device may be configured to assign
or determine, based on the image-based information, a first likelihood that a candidate construction zone sign in the
image portions relates to a construction zone. Further, the computing device may be configured to receive, from a LIDAR
sensor (e.g., the LIDAR unit 132 in Figure 1) coupled to the vehicle 402 and in communication with the computing device,
LIDAR-based information that includes a 3D point cloud corresponding to the image portions (e.g., the image portion
608) depicting the candidate construction zone sign (e.g., the sign 412A). The 3D point cloud may comprise a set of
points based on light emitted from the LIDAR and reflected from a surface of the candidate construction zone sign. The
computing device may be configured to determine a second likelihood that the candidate construction zone sign relates
to the construction zone, based on the LIDAR-based information, and confirm existence or detection of the construction
zone sign based on the first likelihood and the second likelihood.
[0119] In another example, in addition to or alternative to receiving the LIDAR-based information, the computing device
may be configured to receive, from a RADAR sensor (e.g., the RADAR unit 130 in Figure 1) coupled to the computing
device, RADAR-based information relating to location and characteristics of the candidate construction zone sign. The
RADAR sensor may be configured to emit radio waves and receive back the emitted radio waves that bounced off the
surface of the candidate construction zone sign. The received signals or RADAR-based information may be indicative,
for example, of dimensional characteristics of the candidate construction zone sign, and may indicate that the candidate
construction zone sign is stationary. The computing device may be configured to determine a third likelihood that the
candidate construction zone sign relates to the construction zone, based on the RADAR-based information, e.g., based
on a comparison of the characteristics of the candidate construction zone sign to standard characteristics of a typical
construction zone sign. Further, the computing device may be configured to detect the construction zone sign based on
the first likelihood, the second likelihood, and the third likelihood.
[0120] As an example, the computing device may be configured to determine an overall likelihood that is a function
of the first likelihood, the second likelihood, and the third likelihood (e.g., a weighted combination of the first likelihood,
the second likelihood, and the third likelihood), and the computing device may be configured to detect the construction
zone sign based on the overall likelihood.
[0121] In one example, the computing device may be configured to detect the construction zone sign based on infor-
mation received from a plurality of sources of information such as the image-capture device, the LIDAR sensor, and the
RADAR sensor; but, in another example, the computing device may be configured to detect the construction zone sign
based on a subset of information received from a subset of the plurality of sources. For example, images captured by
the image-capture device may be blurred due to a malfunction of the image-capture device. As another example, details
of the road 404 may be obscured in the images because of fog. In these examples, the computing device may be
configured to detect the construction zone sign based on information received from the LIDAR and/or RADAR units and
may be configured to disregard the information received from the image-capture device.
[0122] In another example, the vehicle 402 may be travelling in a portion of the road 404 where some electric noise
or jamming signals may exist, and thus the LIDAR and/or RADAR signals may not operate correctly. In this case, the
computing device may be configured to detect the construction zone sign based on information received from the image-
capture device, and may be configured to disregard the information received from the LIDAR and/or RADAR units.
[0123] In one example, the computing device may be configured to rank the plurality of sources of information based
on a condition of the road 404 (e.g., fog, electronic jamming, etc.) and/or based on the respective reliability metric
assigned to each source of the plurality of sources. The ranking may be indicative of which sensor(s) to rely on or give
more weight to in detecting the construction zone sign. As an example, if fog is present in a portion of the road, then the
LIDAR and RADAR sensors may be ranked higher than the image-based device, and information received from the
LIDAR and/or RADAR sensor may be given more weight than respective information received from the image-capture
device.
[0124] Referring back to Figure 5, at block 508, the method 500 includes determining, using the computing device, a
type of the construction zone sign in the one or more image portions. Various types of construction zone signs may
exist. One construction zone sign type may be related to regulating speed limits when approaching and passing through
a construction zone on a road. Another construction zone sign type may be related to lane changes, closure, reduction,
merger, etc. Still another construction zone sign type may be related to temporary changes to direction of travel on the
road. Example types of construction zone signs may include: "Right Lane Closed Ahead," "Road Work Ahead," "Be
Prepared to Stop," "Road Construction 1500 ft," "One Lane Road Ahead," "Reduced Speed Limit 30," "Shoulder Work,"
etc. Other example types are possible.
[0125] In an example, the computing device of the vehicle may be configured to determine a type of the detected
construction zone based on shape, color, typeface of words, etc. of the construction zone sign. As an example, the
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computing device may be configured to use image recognition techniques to identify the type (e.g., shape of, or words
written on, the construction zone sign) from an image of the detected construction zone sign.
[0126] As described above with respect to block 506, the computing device may be configured to utilize image rec-
ognition techniques to compare an object to a template of a typical construction zone sign to detect a construction zone
sign. In an example, to determine the type of the detected construction zone sign, the computing device may be configured
to compare portions of the detected construction zone sign to sub-templates of typical construction zone signs. In one
example, the computing device may be configured to identify individual words or characters typed on the detected
construction zone sign, and compare the identified words or characters to corresponding sub-templates of typical con-
struction zone signs. In another example, the computing device may be configured to determine spacing between the
characters or the words, and/or spacing between the words and edges of the detected construction zone sign. In still
another example, the computing device may be configured to identify a font in which the words or characters are printed
on the detected construction zone sign and compare the identified font to fonts sub-template associated with typical
construction zone signs.
[0127] As an example, the computing device may be configured to detect a construction zone sign having the words
"Road Work Ahead" typed on the detected construction zone sign. The computing device may be configured to extract
individual characters or words "Road," "Work," "Ahead," in the one or more image portions, and compare these words
and characteristics of these words (e.g., fonts, letter sizes, etc.) to corresponding sub-templates typical construction
zone signs. Also, the computing device may be configured to compare spacing between the three words and spacing
between letters forming the words to corresponding sub-templates. Further, the computing device may be configured
to compare spacing between the word "Road" and a left edge of the detected construction zone sign and the spacing
between the word "Ahead" and a right edge of the detected construction zone sign to corresponding sub-templates.
Based on these comparisons, the computing device may be configured to determine the type of the detected construction
zone sign.
[0128] These features (e.g., characters, words, fonts, spacing, etc.) are examples for illustrations, and other features
can be used and compared to typical features (i.e., sub-templates) of typical construction zone signs to determine the
type of the detected construction zone sign.
[0129] In one example, in addition to or alternative to using image recognition, based on the RADAR-based information,
the computing device may be configured to determine shape and dimensions of the construction zone sign and infer
the type and associated road changes from the determined shape and dimensions. Other examples are possible.
[0130] At block 510, the method 500 includes modifying, using the computing device, a control strategy associated
with a driving behavior of the vehicle, based on the type of the construction zone sign. The road changes due to existence
of a construction zone on the road may be indicated by the type of the construction zone sign existing on ahead of the
construction zone. The computing device may be configured to modify control strategy of the vehicle based on the
determined type of the construction zone sign.
[0131] Examples of modifying the control strategy are described above with regard to block 306 of the method 300
illustrated in Figure 3. As examples, the computing device may be configured to determine whether a lane shift and/or
speed change are required as indicated by the type; utilize sensor information received from on-board or off-board
sensors in making a navigation decision rather than preexisting map information; utilize the sensor information to estimate
lane boundaries rather than the preexisting map information; determine locations of construction zone cones or barrels
rather than lane markers on the road to estimate and follow the lane boundaries; and activate one or more sensors for
detection of construction workers and making the navigation decision based on the detection. These examples and
driving situations are for illustration only. Other examples and control strategies and driving behaviors are possible as well.
[0132] At block 512, the method 500 includes controlling, using the computing device, the vehicle based on the modified
control strategy. Examples of controlling the vehicle based on the modified control strategy are described above with
regard to block 308 of the method 300 illustrated in Figure 3. As examples, the computing device may be configured to
adjust translational velocity, or rotational velocity, or both, of the vehicle based on the modified driving behavior in order
to follow another vehicle; maintain a predetermined safe distance with other vehicles; turn-on lights; reduce a speed of
the vehicle; shift lanes; and stop the vehicle. These control actions and driving situations are for illustration only. Other
actions and situations are possible as well.
[0133] As described with respect to block 506 of the method 500 illustrated in Figure 5, the computing device may be
configured to detect or confirm detection of the construction zone sign based on information received from a LIDAR
sensor coupled to the vehicle and in communication with the computing device.
[0134] Figure 7 is a flow chart of a method 700 for detection of the construction zone sign using LIDAR-based infor-
mation, in accordance with an example embodiment. Figure 8A illustrates LIDAR-based detection of the construction
zone sign at a height greater than a threshold height from a surface of the road, in accordance with an example embod-
iment. Figure 8B illustrates a LIDAR-based image depicting the area at the height greater than the threshold height from
the surface of the road, in accordance with an example embodiment. Figures 7 and 8A-8B will be described together.
[0135] The method 700 may include one or more operations, functions, or actions as illustrated by one or more of
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blocks 702-712. Although the blocks are illustrated in a sequential order, these blocks may in some instances be performed
in parallel, and/or in a different order than those described herein. Also, the various blocks may be combined into fewer
blocks, divided into additional blocks, and/or removed based upon the desired implementation.
[0136] At block 702, the method 700 includes receiving, at a computing device configured to control a vehicle, from
a light detection and ranging (LIDAR) sensor coupled to the computing device, LIDAR-based information comprising (i)
a three-dimensional (3D) point cloud of a vicinity of a road on which the vehicle is travelling, where the 3D point cloud
may comprise points corresponding to light emitted from the LIDAR and reflected from one or more objects in the vicinity
of the road, and (ii) intensity values of the reflected light for the points. A LIDAR sensor or unit (e.g., the LIDAR unit 132
in Figure 1) may be coupled to the vehicle and in communication with the computing device configured to control the
vehicle. As described with respect to the LIDAR unit 132 in Figure 1, LIDAR operation may involve an optical remote
sensing technology that enables measuring properties of scattered light to find range and/or other information of a distant
target. The LIDAR sensor/unit, for example, may be configured to emit laser pulses as a beam, and scan the beam to
generate two dimensional or three dimensional range matrices. In an example, the range matrices may be used to
determine distance to an object or surface by measuring time delay between transmission of a pulse and detection of
a respective reflected signal.
[0137] In another example, the LIDAR sensor may be configured to rapidly scan an environment surrounding the
vehicle in three dimensions. In some examples, more than one LIDAR sensor may be coupled to the vehicle to scan a
complete 360° horizon of the vehicle. The LIDAR sensor may be configured to provide to the computing device a cloud
of point data representing objects, which have been hit by the laser, on the road and the vicinity of the road. The points
may be represented by the LIDAR sensor in terms of azimuth and elevation angles, in addition to range, which can be
converted to (X, Y, Z) point data relative to a local coordinate frame attached to the vehicle. Additionally, the LIDAR
sensor may be configured to provide to the computing device intensity values of the light or laser reflected off the objects.
[0138] At block 704, the method 700 includes determining, using the computing device, a set of points in the 3D point
cloud representing an area at a height greater than a threshold height from a surface of the road. As described with
respect to the method 500, construction zones on roads may be regulated by standard specifications and rules. A
minimum sign mounting height may be specified for a typical construction zone sign, for example. Figure 8A illustrates
the vehicle 402 travelling on the road 404 and approaching a construction zone indicated by the construction zone sign
412A. The LIDAR sensor coupled to the vehicle 402 may be scanning the horizon and providing the computing device
with a 3D point cloud of the road 404 and a vicinity (e.g., sides) of the road 404. Further, the computing device may be
configured to determine an area 802 at a height greater than a threshold height 804; the threshold height 804 may be
the minimum sign mounting height specified for a typical construction zone sign according to the standard specifications
of construction zones, for example. Figure 8B illustrates a LIDAR-based image 806 including a set of points (e.g., a
subset of the 3D point cloud) representing or corresponding to the determined area 802.
[0139] Referring back to Figure 7, at block 706, the method 700 includes estimating, using the computing device, a
shape associated with the set of points. The computing device may be configured to identify or estimate a shape depicted
by the set of points representing the area at the height greater than the threshold height. For example, the computing
device may be configured to estimate dimensional characteristics of the shape. In an example, the computing device
may be configured to fit a predetermined shape to the shape depicted in the set of point to estimate the shape. As an
example, in Figure 8B, the computing device may be configured to estimate a diamond shape 808 in the set of point
included in the LIDAR-based image 806.
[0140] Referring back to Figure 7, at block 708, the method 700 includes determining, using the computing device, a
likelihood that the set of points depicts a construction zone sign, based on the estimated shape and respective intensity
values relating to the set of points. In an example, referring to Figure 8B, the computing device may be configured to
match or compare the estimated shape 808 to one or more shapes of typical construction zone signs; and the computing
device may be configured to determine a match metric indicative of how similar the estimated shape 808 is to a given
predetermined shape (e.g., a percentage of match between dimensional characteristics of the estimated shape 808 and
a diamond shape of a typical construction zone sign). In one example, the computing device may be configured to identify
edges of the estimated shape 808 and match a shape formed by the edges to a typical diamond shape of typical
construction zone signs. The likelihood may be determined based on the match metric, for example.
[0141] Further, typical construction zone signs may be required by the standard specifications of construction zones
to be made of a retroreflective sheeting materials such as glass beads or prisms, and the computing device may be
configured to compare intensity values of points forming the estimated shaped 808 to a threshold intensity value of the
retroreflective sheeting material. Based on the comparison, the computing device may be configured to confirm that the
estimated shape 808 may represent a given construction zone sign. For example, if the intensity values are close to or
within a predetermined value of the threshold intensity value, the computing device may be configured to determine a
high likelihood that that the estimated shape 808 may represent a construction zone sign.
[0142] In an example, the computing device may be configured to determine a first likelihood based on a comparison
of the estimated shape 808 to a predetermined shape of a typical construction zone sign, and may be configured to
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determine a second likelihood based on a comparison of the intensity values to the threshold intensity value. The
computing device may be configured to combine the first likelihood and the second likelihood to determine a single
likelihood that the set of points, which includes the points forming the estimated shape 808, depicts a construction zone
sign.
[0143] In another example, the computing device may be configured to generate a probabilistic model (e.g., a Gaussian
distribution), based on the estimated shape 808 (e.g., dimensional characteristics of the estimate shape 808) and the
intensity values, to determine the likelihood that the set of points depicts a construction zone sign. For example, the
likelihood may be determined as a function of a set of parameter values that are determined based on dimensions of
the estimated shape 808 and the respective intensity values. In this example, the likelihood may be defined as equal to
probability of an observed outcome (the estimated shape 808 represents a construction zone sign) given those parameter
values.
[0144] In still another example, the computing device may be configured to cluster points (e.g., the points forming the
estimated shape 808) depicted in the LIDAR-based image 806 together into a cluster, based on locations of the points
or relative locations of the points to each other. The computing device further may be configured to extract from the
cluster of points a set of features (e.g., dimensional characteristics of the estimated shape 808, and the intensity values
of the points forming the estimated shape 808). The computing device may be configured to process this set of features
through a classifier to determine the likelihood. The classifier can map input information (e.g., the set of features extracted
from the cluster of points) to a class (e.g., the cluster represents a construction zone sign). Examples of classifiers,
training data, and classification algorithms are described above with regard to block 304 of the method 300 illustrated
in Figure 3.
[0145] In one example, the likelihood may be qualitative such as "low," "medium," "high" or may be numerical such
as a number on a scale, for example. Other examples are possible.
[0146] Referring back to Figure 7, at block 710, the method 700 includes modifying, using the computing device, a
control strategy associated with a driving behavior of the vehicle, based on the likelihood. Based on the likelihood (e.g.,
the likelihood exceeds a predetermined threshold), the computing device may be configured to determine existence of
a construction zone sign indicative of an approaching construction zone. Further, the computing device may be configured
to determine a type of the construction zone sign to determine severity of road changes due to existence of the construction
zone on the road. For example, the computing device may be configured to modify control strategy of the vehicle based
on the determined type of the construction zone sign.
[0147] As described above with respect to block 508 of the method 500 in Figure 5, various types of construction zone
signs may exist to regulate speed limits when approaching and passing through the construction zone, describe lane
changes, closure, reduction, merger, etc., and describe temporary changes to direction of travel on the road, for example.
The computing device of the vehicle may be configured to determine the type of the detected construction zone sign
based on shape, color, typeface of words, etc. of the detected construction zone sign.
[0148] Examples of modifying the control strategy are described above with regard to block 306 of the method 300
illustrated in Figure 3.
[0149] At block 712, the method 700 includes controlling, using the computing device, the vehicle based on the modified
control strategy. Controlling the vehicle may include adjusting translational velocity, or rotational velocity, or both, of the
vehicle based on the modified driving behavior. Examples of controlling the vehicle based on the modified control strategy
are described above with regard to block 308 of the method 300 illustrated in Figure 3.
[0150] In addition to or alternative to detection of the construction zone sign using the LIDAR-based information, the
computing device may be configured to detect construction zone objects (e.g., cones, barrels, equipment, vests, chevrons,
etc.) using the LIDAR-based information.
[0151] Figure 9 is a flow chart of a method for detection of construction zone objects using LIDAR-based information,
in accordance with an example embodiment. Figure 10A illustrates LIDAR-based detection of construction zone cones
in an area within a threshold distance from a surface of the road, in accordance with an example embodiment. Figure
10B illustrates a LIDAR-based image depicting the area within the threshold distance from the surface of the road, in
accordance with an example embodiment. Figure 10C illustrates LIDAR-based detection of construction zone cones
forming a lane boundary, in accordance with an example embodiment. Figure 10D illustrates a LIDAR-based image
depicting construction zone cones forming a lane boundary, in accordance with an example embodiment. Figures 9 and
10A-10D will be described together. Detection of construction zone cones is used herein to illustrate the method 900;
however, other construction zone objects (e.g., construction zone barrels, equipment, vests, chevrons, etc.) can be
detected using the method 900 as well.
[0152] The method 900 may include one or more operations, functions, or actions as illustrated by one or more of
blocks 902-914. Although the blocks are illustrated in a sequential order, these blocks may in some instances be performed
in parallel, and/or in a different order than those described herein. Also, the various blocks may be combined into fewer
blocks, divided into additional blocks, and/or removed based upon the desired implementation.
[0153] At block 902, the method 900 includes receiving, at a computing device configured to control a vehicle, from
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a light detection and ranging (LIDAR) sensor coupled to the computing device, LIDAR-based information relating to a
three-dimensional (3D) point cloud of a road on which the vehicle is travelling, where the 3D point cloud may comprise
points corresponding to light emitted from the LIDAR and reflected from one or more objects on the road. A LIDAR
sensor or unit (e.g., the LIDAR unit 132 in Figure 1) may be coupled to the vehicle and in communication with the
computing device. As described above with respect to the LIDAR unit 132 in Figure 1, and block 702 of the method 700
illustrated in Figure 7, the LIDAR sensor may be configured to provide to the computing device a cloud of point data
representing objects, on the road and the vicinity of the road. The points may be represented by the LIDAR sensor in
terms of azimuth and elevation angles, in addition to range, which can be converted to (X, Y, Z) point data relative to a
local coordinate frame attached to the vehicle.
[0154] At block 904, the method 900 includes determining, using the computing device, one or more sets of points in
the 3D point cloud representing an area within a threshold distance from a surface of the road. As described above with
respect to the methods 500 and 700, construction zones on roads may be regulated by standard specifications and
rules. As an example, traffic safety cones may be used to separate and guide traffic past a construction zone work area.
Cones may be specified to be about 18 inches tall, for example. In another example, for high speed and high volume of
traffic, or nighttime operations, the cones may be specified to be 28 inches tall, and retro-reflectorized, or comprising
bands made of retroreflective material. These examples are for illustration only, and other examples are possible.
[0155] Figure 10A illustrates the vehicle 402 travelling on the road 404 and approaching a construction zone indicated
by the construction zone cone 406. The LIDAR sensor coupled to the vehicle 402 may be configured to scan the horizon
and provide the computing device with a 3D point cloud of the road 404 and a vicinity of the road 404. Further, the
computing device may be configured to determine an area 1002 within a threshold distance 1004 of a surface of the
road 404. For example, the threshold distance 1004 may be about 30 inches or more to include cones of standardized
lengths (e.g., 18 inches or 28 inches). Other threshold distances are possible based on the standard specifications
regulating a particular construction zone. Figure 10B illustrates a LIDAR-based image 1006 including sets of points
representing objects in the area 1002.
[0156] Referring back to Figure 9, at block 906, the method 900 includes identifying one or more construction zone
objects in the one or more sets of points. For example, the computing device may be configured to identify shapes of
objects represented by the sets of points of the LIDAR-based 3D point cloud. For example, the computing device may
be configured to estimate characteristics (e.g., dimensional characteristics) of a shape of an object depicted by a set of
points, and may be configured to fit a predetermined shape to the shape to identify the object. As an example, in Figure
10B, the computing device may be configured to identify a construction zone cone 1008 in the LIDAR-based image 1006.
[0157] In an example, to identify the construction zone objects in the sets of points, the computing device may be
configured to determine, for each identified construction zone object, a respective likelihood of the identification. As an
example, in Figure 10B, the computing device may be configured to determine a shape of the cone 1008 defined by
respective points of a set of points representing the cone 1008. Further, the computing device may be configured to
match the shape to one or more shapes of standard construction zone cones. The computing device may be configured
to determine a match metric indicative of how similar the shape is to a given standard shape of a typical construction
zone cone (e.g., a percentage of match between dimensional characteristics of the shape and the given standard shape).
The respective likelihood may be determined based on the match metric.
[0158] In another example, in addition to or alternative to identifying the cone 1008 based on shape, the computing
device may be configured to cluster points (e.g., the points forming the cone 1008) depicted in the LIDAR-based image
1006 together into a cluster, based on locations of the points or relative locations of the points to each other. The
computing device further may be configured to extract from the cluster of points a set of features (e.g., minimum height
of the points, maximum height of the points, number of the points, width of the cluster of points, general statistics of the
points at varying heights, etc.). The computing device may be configured to process this set of features through a
classifier to determine whether the cluster of points represent a given construction zone cone. The classifier can map
input information (e.g., the set of features extracted from the cluster of points) to a class (e.g., the cluster represents a
construction zone cone). Examples of classifiers, training data, and classification algorithms are described above with
regard to block 304 of the method 300 illustrated in Figure 3.
[0159] Further, typical construction zone cones may be required by the standard specifications of construction zones
to be made of a retroreflective sheeting materials such as glass beads or prisms, and the computing device may be
configured to compare intensity values of points forming the cone 1008 to a threshold intensity value of the retroreflective
sheeting material. Based on the comparison, the computing device may be configured to confirm identification of the
cone 1008, for example.
[0160] In some examples, the computing device may be configured to exclude cones that are away from the road by
a certain distance, since such cones may indicate a work zone that is away from the road and may not affect traffic.
Also, in an example, the computing device may be configured to exclude sets of points that represent objects that clearly
cannot be construction zone cones based on size as compared to a typical size of typical construction zone cones (e.g.,
too large or too small to be construction zone cones).
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[0161] In an example, for reliable identification of a construction zone cone, the computing device may be configured
to identify the construction zone cone based on LIDAR-based information received from two (or more) consecutive scans
by the LIDAR to confirm the identification and filter out false identification caused by electronic or signal noise in a single
scan.
[0162] Referring back to Figure 9, at block 908, the method 900 includes determining, using the computing device, a
number and locations of the one or more construction zone objects. As an example, in addition to specifying dimensional
characteristics and reflective properties of typical construction zone cones, the standard specifications for construction
zones also may specify requirements for number of and spacing between the cones. In an example, tighter spacing may
be specified, under some conditions, to enhance guidance of vehicles and drivers. Table 1 illustrates an example of
minimum spacing between construction zone cones based on speed limits.

[0163] These examples are for illustration only. Other examples of spacing requirements are possible as well.
[0164] In an example, if respective likelihoods for identification of the identified cones exceed a threshold likelihood,
the computing device may be configured to further determine the number and locations of the identified cones. In Figure
10C, the computing device may be configured to detect or identify, based on the LIDAR-based information, the cone(s)
406 and also determine number of the cone(s) 406 as well as locations or relative locations of the cone(s) 406 with
respect to each other. For example, the computing device may be configured to determine a distance 1010 between
the cone(s), and compare the distance 1010 with a predetermined distance (or spacing) specified in the standard
specifications.
[0165] Figure 10D illustrates a LIDAR-based image 1011 including sets of points representing construction zone cones
1012A-D. In addition to detecting or identifying the construction zone cones 1012A-D in the LIDAR-based image 1011,
the computing device may be configured to estimate a respective distance between pairs of cones.
[0166] Referring back to Figure 9, at block 910, the method 900 includes determining, using the computing device, a
likelihood of existence of a construction zone, based on the number and locations of the one or more construction zone
objects. As an example, a single cone on a side of the road may not be indicative of an active construction zone.
Therefore, in addition to detecting presence of or identifying cones on the road, the computing device may be configured,
for example, to determine, based on the number and locations (e.g., relative distance) of the cones, that the cones may
form a lane boundary and are within a predetermined distance of each other, which may be indicative of an active
construction zone causing road changes. The computing device thus may be configured to determine a likelihood or
confirm that the cones are indicative of a construction zone, based on the determined number and locations of the cones.
[0167] In an example, the computing device may be configured to determine the number and locations of the con-
struction zone cones based on the LIDAR-based information, and compare a pattern formed by the identified construction
zone cones to a typical pattern formed by construction zone cones in a typical construction zone (e.g., pattern of cones
forming a lane boundary). The computing device may be configured to determine that the detected construction zone
cones are associated with a construction zone based on the comparison, and determine the likelihood accordingly.
[0168] In another example, the computing device may be configured to generate a probabilistic model (e.g., a Gaussian
distribution), based on the determined number and locations of the cones to determine the likelihood of existence of the
construction zone. For example, the likelihood may be determined as a function of a set of parameter values that are
determined based on the number and locations of the identified cones. In this example, the likelihood may be defined
as equal to probability of an observed outcome (the cones are indicative of a construction zone on the road) given those
parameter values.
[0169] In still another example, the computing device may be configured to process information relating to the number
and locations of the cones through a classifier to determine the likelihood. The classifier can map input information (e.g.,
the number and location of the cones) to a class (e.g., existence of the construction zone). Examples of classifiers and
classification algorithms are described above with regard to block 304 of the method 300 illustrated in Figure 3.
[0170] As an example, a training computing device may be configured to receive training data for a plurality of driving

Table 1

Spacing for Speed A Spacing for Speed B

Speed A: 50 mph 40 ft 80 ft

Speed B: 70 mph

Speed A: 35 mph 30 ft 60 ft

Speed B: 45 mph

Speed A: 20 mph 20 ft 40 ft

Speed B: 30 mph
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situations of a given vehicle. For example, respective training data may include, for each of the plurality of driving
situations, respective LIDAR-based information relating to a respective 3D point cloud of a respective road. Based on
the respective LIDAR-based information of the respective training data, the computing device may be configured to
identify respective cones as well as determine respective number and locations of the respective cones. Also, the
computing device may be configured to receive positive or negative indication of respective existence of a respective
construction zone corresponding to the respective training data for each of the driving situations. Further the training
computing device may be configured to correlate, for each driving situation, the positive or negative indication with the
respective training data, and determine parameters
[0171] (e.g., vector of weights for equation 1) of the classifier based on the correlations for the plurality of driving
situations. These parameters may be provided to the computing device configured to control the vehicle such that as
the computing device receives the LIDAR-based information, the computing device may be configured to process the
LIDAR-based information through the classifier using the determined parameters of the classifier to determine the
likelihood.
[0172] In one example, the likelihood may be qualitative such as "low," "medium," "high" or may be numerical such
as a number on a scale, for example. Other examples are possible.
[0173] Referring back to Figure 9, at block 912, the method 900 includes modifying, using the computing device, a
control strategy associated with a driving behavior of the vehicle, based on the likelihood of the existence of the con-
struction zone on the road. The computing device may be configured to modify or select, based on the determined
likelihood of the existence of the construction zone, a control strategy comprising rules for actions that control the vehicle
speed to safely maintain a distance with other objects and select a lane that is considered safest given road changes
due to the existence of the construction zone. Examples of modifying the control strategy based on the likelihood are
described above with regard to block 306 of the method 300 illustrated in Figure 3.
[0174] At block 914, the method 900 includes controlling, using the computing device, the vehicle based on the modified
control strategy. Controlling the vehicle may include adjusting translational velocity, or rotational velocity, or both, of the
vehicle based on the modified driving behavior. Examples of controlling the vehicle based on the modified control strategy
are described above with regard to block 308 of the method 300 illustrated in Figure 3.
[0175] In some embodiments, the disclosed methods may be implemented as computer program instructions encoded
on a computer-readable storage media in a machine-readable format, or on other non-transitory media or articles of
manufacture. Figure 11 is a schematic illustrating a conceptual partial view of an example computer program product
1100 that includes a computer program for executing a computer process on a computing device, arranged according
to at least some embodiments presented herein. In one embodiment, the example computer program product 1100 is
provided using a signal bearing medium 1101. The signal bearing medium 1101 may include one or more program
instructions 1102 that, when executed by one or more processors may provide functionality or portions of the functionality
described above with respect to Figures 1-10. Thus, for example, referring to the embodiments shown in Figures 3, 5,
7, and 9, one or more features of blocks 302-308, 502-512, 702-712, and 902-914 may be undertaken by one or more
instructions associated with the signal bearing medium 1101. In addition, the program instructions 1102 in Figure 11
describe example instructions as well.
[0176] In some examples, the signal bearing medium 1101 may encompass a computer-readable medium 1103, such
as, but not limited to, a hard disk drive, a Compact Disc (CD), a Digital Video Disk (DVD), a digital tape, memory, etc.
In some implementations, the signal bearing medium 1101 may encompass a computer recordable medium 1104, such
as, but not limited to, memory, read/write (R/W) CDs, R/W DVDs, etc. In some implementations, the signal bearing
medium 1101 may encompass a communications medium 1105, such as, but not limited to, a digital and/or an analog
communication medium (e.g., a fiber optic cable, a waveguide, a wired communications link, a wireless communication
link, etc.). Thus, for example, the signal bearing medium 1101 may be conveyed by a wireless form of the communications
medium 1105 (e.g., a wireless communications medium conforming to the IEEE 802.11 standard or other transmission
protocol).
[0177] The one or more programming instructions 1102 may be, for example, computer executable and/or logic im-
plemented instructions. In some examples, a computing device such as the computing device described with respect
to Figures 1-10 may be configured to provide various operations, functions, or actions in response to the programming
instructions 1102 conveyed to the computing device by one or more of the computer readable medium 1103, the computer
recordable medium 1104, and/or the communications medium 1105. It should be understood that arrangements described
herein are for purposes of example only. As such, those skilled in the art will appreciate that other arrangements and
other elements (e.g. machines, interfaces, functions, orders, and groupings of functions, etc.) can be used instead, and
some elements may be omitted altogether according to the desired results. Further, many of the elements that are
described are functional entities that may be implemented as discrete or distributed components or in conjunction with
other components, in any suitable combination and location.
[0178] While various aspects and embodiments have been disclosed herein, other aspects and embodiments will be
apparent to those skilled in the art. The various aspects and embodiments disclosed herein are for purposes of illustration
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and are not intended to be limiting, with the true scope being indicated by the following claims, along with the full scope
of equivalents to which such claims are entitled. It is also to be understood that the terminology used herein is for the
purpose of describing particular embodiments only, and is not intended to be limiting.

Claims

1. A method, comprising:

receiving, at a computing device (111) configured to control a vehicle (100), from a plurality of sources of
information, information relating to detection of a construction zone on a road on which the vehicle is travelling,
wherein each source of information of the plurality of sources of information is assigned a respective reliability
metric indicative of a level of confidence of the detection of the construction zone based on respective information
received from that source of information, wherein the information received from the plurality of sources of
information includes one or more of: (i) image-based information, (ii) LIDAR-based information, (iii) RADAR-
based information, (iv) traffic information and (v) map information;
determining, using the computing device, a likelihood of existence of the construction zone on the road, based
on the information and respective reliability metrics of the plurality of sources of information, wherein the deter-
mining the likelihood comprises processing the information by a classifier trained by previously collected training
data, wherein training the classifier comprises:

receiving training data for a plurality of driving situations of the vehicle,
wherein the training data includes, for each of the plurality of driving situations, one or more of: (i) respective
image-based information, (ii) respective LIDAR-based information, (iii) respective RADAR-based informa-
tion, (iv) respective traffic information, and (v) respective map information;
receiving positive or negative indication of respective existence of a respective construction zone corre-
sponding to respective training data for each of the driving situations;
correlating, for each driving situation, the positive or negative indication with the respective training data; and
determining parameters of the classifier based on the correlations for the plurality of driving situations;
modifying, using the computing device, a control strategy associated with a driving behavior of the vehicle,
based on the likelihood; and
controlling, using the computing device, the vehicle based on the modified control strategy.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the vehicle is in an autonomous operation mode.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the image-based information is received from one or more image-capture devices
coupled to the computing device, and wherein the image-based information is indicative of (i) location of one or
more static objects with respect to the road, and (ii) road geometry.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein controlling the vehicle based on the modified control strategy comprises one or
more of: (i) utilizing sensor information received from on-board or off-board sensors in making a navigation decision
rather than preexisting map information, (ii) utilizing the sensor information to estimate lane boundaries rather than
the preexisting map information, (iii) determining locations of construction zone markers rather than lane markers
on the road to estimate and follow the lane boundaries, (iv) activating one or more sensors for detection of construction
workers and making the navigation decision based on the detection, (v) following another vehicle, (vi) maintaining
a predetermined safe distance with other vehicles, (vii) turning-on lights, (viii) reducing a speed of the vehicle, and
(ix) stopping the vehicle.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising determining a severity of road changes due to the existence of the
construction zone, wherein modifying the control strategy is further based on the severity of the road changes.

6. A non-transitory computer readable medium having stored thereon instructions executable by a computing device
of a vehicle to cause the computing device to perform a method as claimed in any preceding claim.

7. A control system for a vehicle (100), comprising:

a computing device (111) configured to:
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receive, from a plurality of sources of information, information relating to detection of a construction zone
on a road on which the vehicle is travelling, wherein each source of information of the plurality of sources
of information is assigned a respective reliability metric indicative of a level of confidence of the detection
of the construction zone based on respective information received from that source of information, wherein
the information received from the plurality of sources of information includes one or more of: (i) image-
based information, (ii) LIDAR-based information, (iii) RADAR-based information, (iv) traffic information and
(v) map information;
determine a likelihood of existence of the construction zone on the road, based on the information and
respective reliability metrics of the plurality of sources of information, wherein the likelihood is determined
by processing the information using a classifier trained by previously collected training data, wherein the
classifier has been trained by:

receiving training data for a plurality of driving situations of the vehicle, wherein the training data includes,
for each of the plurality of driving situations, one or more of: (i) respective image-based information,
(ii) respective LIDAR-based information, (iii) respective RADAR-based information, (iv) respective traffic
information, and (v) respective map information;
receiving positive or negative indication of respective existence of a respective construction zone cor-
responding to respective training data for each of the driving situations;
correlating, for each driving situation, the positive or negative indication with the respective training
data; and
determining parameters of the classifier based on the correlations for the plurality of driving situations;

modify a control strategy associated with a driving behavior of the vehicle, based on the likelihood; and
control the vehicle based on the modified control strategy.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein the computing device is further configured to control the vehicle in an autonomous
operation mode.

9. The system of claim 7, wherein the computing device is configured to receive the map information, wherein the map
information includes sign information relating to locations and types of existing signs on the road, and wherein
determining the likelihood comprises determining a presence of a prospective construction zone sign missing from
the map information.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the computing device is further configured to update the map information to include
respective sign information associated with the prospective construction zone sign and the likelihood of the existence
of the construction zone on the road.

11. The system of claim 7, further comprising one or more image-capture devices coupled to the computing device and
configured to provide the image-based information to the computing device, wherein the image-based information
is indicative of (i) location of one or more static objects with respect to the road, and (ii) road geometry.

12. The system of claim 7, wherein the computing device is further configured to determine a severity of road changes
due to the existence of the construction zone, wherein the computing device is further configured to modify the
control strategy based on the severity of the road changes.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, umfassend:

Empfangen, an einem Computergerät (111), das für die Steuerung eines Fahrzeugs (100) konfiguriert ist, von
Informationen in Verbindung mit der Erkennung eines Baustellenbereichs auf einer Straße, auf der das Fahrzeug
fährt, aus einer Vielzahl von Informationsquellen, worin der jeweiligen Informationsquelle aus der Vielzahl von
Informationsquellen eine jeweilige Zuverlässigkeitsmetrik zugewiesen ist, die ein Konfidenzmaß der Erkennung
des Baustellenbereichs auf Basis der jeweiligen Informationen angibt, die von dieser Informationsquelle erhalten
wurden, worin die von der Vielzahl der Informationsquellen empfangenen Informationen eines oder mehrere
der folgenden Elemente enthält: (i) bildbasierte Informationen, (ii) LIDAR-basierte Informationen, (iii) RADAR-
basierte Informationen, (iv) Verkehrsinformationen und (v) Karteninformationen;
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Bestimmung, mit dem Computergerät, einer Wahrscheinlichkeit des Vorhandenseins des Baustellenbereichs
auf der Straße auf Basis von Informationen und der jeweiligen Zuverlässigkeitsmetriken der Vielzahl der Infor-
mationsquellen, worin die Bestimmung der Wahrscheinlichkeit die Verarbeitung der Informationen durch einen
Klassifizierer umfasst, der mit früher gesammelten Trainingsdaten trainiert wurde, und worin das Training des
Klassifizierers umfasst:

Empfangen von Trainingsdaten für eine Vielzahl von Fahrsituationen des Fahrzeugs, worin die Trainings-
daten für jede der Vielzahl von Fahrsituationen eines oder mehrere der folgenden Elemente enthalten: (i)
jeweilige bildbasierte Informationen, (ii) jeweilige LIDAR-basierte Informationen, (iii) jeweilige RADAR-ba-
sierte Informationen, (iv) jeweilige Verkehrsinformationen und (v) jeweilige Karteninformationen;
Empfangen eines positiven oder negativen Hinweises auf das jeweilige Vorhandensein eines jeweiligen
Baustellenbereichs, der den jeweiligen Trainingsdaten der Fahrsituationen entspricht;
Korrelieren des positiven oder negativen Hinweises mit den jeweiligen Trainingsdaten für die jeweilige
Fahrsituation; und
Bestimmen von Parametern des Klassifizierers auf Basis der Korrelationen für die Vielzahl der Fahrsitua-
tionen;
Ändern, mithilfe des Computergeräts, einer Steuerstrategie, die mit einem Fahrverhalten des Fahrzeugs
verbunden ist, auf Basis der Wahrscheinlichkeit; und
Steuern, mithilfe des Computergeräts, des Fahrzeugs auf Basis der geänderten Steuerstrategie.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, worin das Fahrzeug sich in einem autonomen Betriebsmodus befindet.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, worin die bildbasierten Informationen von einem oder mehreren Bilderfassungsgeräten
empfangen werden, die mit dem Computergerät gekoppelt sind, und worin die bildbasierten Informationen Folgendes
angeben: (i) einen Ort von einem oder mehreren statischen Objekten in Bezug auf die Straße, und (ii) die Straßen-
geometrie.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, worin die Steuerung des Fahrzeugs auf Basis der geänderten Steuerstrategie ein oder
mehrere der folgenden Elemente umfasst: (i) Nutzen von Sensorinformationen, die von On-Board- oder Off-Board-
Sensoren empfangen werden, beim Treffen einer Navigationsentscheidung statt bereits vorhandener Karteninfor-
mationen, (ii) Nutzen der Sensorinformationen zur Schätzung der Spurgrenzen statt bereits vorhandener Kartenin-
formationen, (iii) Bestimmen von Orten der Baustellenbereichsmarkierungen statt der Spurmarkierungen auf der
Straße, um die Spurgrenzen zu schätzen und ihnen zu folgen, (iv) Aktivieren von einem oder mehreren Sensoren
für die Erkennung von Baustellenarbeitern und Treffen von Navigationsentscheidungen auf Basis der Erkennung,
(v) Folgen eines anderen Fahrzeugs, (vi) Aufrechterhalten eines vorher festgelegten Sicherheitsabstands zu anderen
Fahrzeugen, (vii) Einschalten der Lichter, (viii) Verringern einer Geschwindigkeit des Fahrzeugs und (ix) Anhalten
des Fahrzeugs.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, des Weiteren umfassend die Bestimmung eines Schweregrads der Straßenänderungen
aufgrund des Vorhandenseins des Baustellenbereichs, worin die Änderung der Steuerstrategie des Weiteren auf
dem Schweregrad der Straßenänderungen basiert.

6. Nicht flüchtiger computerlesbarer Speicher, in dem Befehle gespeichert sind, die bei Ausführung durch ein Com-
putergerät eines Fahrzeugs das Computergerät veranlassen, ein Verfahren nach einem vorstehenden Anspruch
auszuführen.

7. Steuersystem für ein Fahrzeug (100), umfassend:

ein Computergerät (111), so konfiguriert, dass es:

Informationen in Verbindung mit der Erkennung eines Baustellenbereichs auf einer Straße, auf der das
Fahrzeug fährt, aus einer Vielzahl von Informationsquellen empfängt, worin der jeweiligen Informations-
quelle aus der Vielzahl von Informationsquellen eine jeweilige Zuverlässigkeitsmetrik zugewiesen wird, die
ein Konfidenzmaß der Erkennung des Baustellenbereichs auf Basis der jeweiligen Informationen angibt,
die von dieser Informationsquelle erhalten wurden, worin die von der Vielzahl der Informationsquellen
empfangenen Informationen eines oder mehrere der folgenden Elemente enthält: (i) bildbasierte Informa-
tionen, (ii) LIDAR-basierte Informationen, (iii) RADAR-basierte Informationen, (iv) Verkehrsinformationen
und (v) Karteninformationen;
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Bestimmung einer Wahrscheinlichkeit des Vorhandenseins des Baustellenbereichs auf der Straße auf
Basis von Informationen und den jeweiligen Zuverlässigkeitsmetriken der Vielzahl der Informationsquellen,
worin die Wahrscheinlichkeit durch Verarbeitung der Informationen mithilfe eines Klassifizierers bestimmt
wird, der mit früher gesammelten Trainingsdaten trainiert wurde, worin der Klassifizierer durch Folgendes
trainiert wurde:

Empfangen von Trainingsdaten für eine Vielzahl von Fahrsituationen des Fahrzeugs, worin die Trai-
ningsdaten für jede der Vielzahl von Fahrsituationen eines oder mehrere der folgenden Elemente
enthalten: (i) jeweilige bildbasierte Informationen, (ii) jeweilige LIDAR-basierte Informationen, (iii) je-
weilige RADAR-basierte Informationen, (iv) jeweilige Verkehrsinformationen und (v) jeweilige Karten-
informationen;
Empfangen eines positiven oder negativen Hinweises auf das jeweilige Vorhandensein eines jeweiligen
Baustellenbereichs, der den jeweiligen Trainingsdaten der Fahrsituationen entspricht;
Korrelieren des positiven oder negativen Hinweises mit den jeweiligen Trainingsdaten für die jeweilige
Fahrsituation; und
Bestimmen von Parametern des Klassifizierers auf Basis der Korrelationen für die Vielzahl der Fahr-
situationen; Änderung einer Steuerstrategie, die mit einem Fahrverhalten des Fahrzeugs verbunden
ist, auf Basis der Wahrscheinlichkeit; und
Steuern des Fahrzeug auf Basis der geänderten Steuerstrategie.

8. System nach Anspruch 7, worin das Computergerät des Weiteren so konfiguriert ist, dass es das Fahrzeug in einem
autonomen Betriebsmodus steuert.

9. System nach Anspruch 7, worin das Computergerät so konfiguriert ist, dass es die Karteninformationen empfängt,
worin die Karteninformationen Schilderinformationen in Verbindung mit Orten und Arten von Schildern auf der Straße
beinhalten, und worin die Bestimmung der Wahrscheinlichkeit die Bestimmung eines Vorhandenseins eines vor-
aussichtlichen Baustellenbereichsschilds umfasst, das in den
Karteninformationen fehlt.

10. System nach Anspruch 9, worin das Computergerät des Weiteren so konfiguriert ist, dass es die Karteninformationen
so aktualisiert, dass diese die jeweiligen Schilderinformationen beinhalten, die mit dem voraussichtlichen Baustel-
lenbereichsschild und dem Vorhandensein des Baustellenbereichs auf der Straße verbunden sind.

11. System nach Anspruch 7, des Weiteren umfassend eines oder mehrere Bilderfassungsgeräte, die mit dem Com-
putergerät gekoppelt und so konfiguriert sind, dass sie dem Computergerät die bildbasierten Informationen bereit-
stellen, worin die bildbasierten Informationen Folgendes angeben: (i) einen Ort von einem oder mehreren statischen
Objekten in Bezug auf die Straße, und (ii) die Straßengeometrie.

12. System nach Anspruch 7, worin das Computergerät des Weiteren so konfiguriert ist, dass es einen Schweregrad
von Straßenänderungen aufgrund des Vorhandenseins des Baustellenbereichs bestimmt, worin das Computergerät
des Weiteren so konfiguriert ist, dass es die Steuerstrategie auf Basis des Schweregrads der Straßenänderungen
ändert.

Revendications

1. Procédé, comprenant :

la réception, au niveau d’un dispositif informatique (111) configuré pour commander un véhicule (100), à partir
d’une pluralité de sources d’information, des informations liées à la détection d’une zone de construction sur
une route sur laquelle le véhicule se déplace, où chaque source d’information de la pluralité de sources d’in-
formations se voit attribuée une métrique de fiabilité respective indicative d’un niveau de confiance de la détection
de la zone de construction basé sur des informations respectives reçues à partir de cette source d’information,
où les informations reçues à partir de la pluralité de sources d’information incluent un ou plusieurs des : (i)
informations basées sur des images, (ii) informations basées sur des données LIDAR, (iii) informations basées
sur des données RADAR, (iv) informations sur le trafic et (v) informations cartographiques ;
la détermination en utilisant le dispositif informatique, d’une probabilité de la présence de la zone de construction
sur la route, basée sur les informations et les métriques de fiabilité respectives de la pluralité de sources
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d’information, où la détermination de la probabilité comprend le traitement des informations par un classifieur
entrainé par des données d’entraînement collectées antérieurement, où l’entrainement du classifieur comprend :

la réception de données d’entraînement pour une pluralité de situation de conduite du véhicule, où les
données d’entraînement incluent, pour chacune de la pluralité de situations de conduite, un ou plusieurs
des : (i) informations respectives basées sur des images, (ii) informations respectives basées sur des
données LIDAR, (iii) informations respectives basées sur des données RADAR, (iv) informations respectives
sur le trafic et (v) informations respectives cartographiques ;
la réception d’une indication positive ou négative d’une existence respective d’une zone de construction
respective correspondant aux données d’entrainement respectives pour chacune des situations de
conduite ;
la corrélation, pour chaque situation de conduite, de l’indication positive et négative avec les données
d’entrainement respectives ; et
la détermination de paramètres du classifieur basée sur les corrélations pour la pluralité de situations de
conduite ;
la modification, en utilisant le dispositif informatique, d’une stratégie de commande associée à un compor-
tement de conduite du véhicule, basée sur la probabilité ; et
la commande, en utilisant le dispositif informatique, du véhicule, basée sur la stratégie de commande
modifiée.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le véhicule est dans un mode de fonctionnement autonome.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les informations basées sur images sont reçues à partir d’un ou
plusieurs dispositifs de capture d’image couplés au dispositif informatique, et dans lequel les informations basées
sur images sont indicatives (i) de l’emplacement d’un ou plusieurs objets statiques par rapport à la route, et (ii) de
la géométrie de la route.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la commande du véhicule basée sur la stratégie de commande
modifiée comprend un ou plusieurs parmi : (i) l’utilisation d’informations de capteur reçues à partir de capteurs
embarqués et en dehors pour la prise d’une décision de navigation plutôt que les informations cartographiques
préexistantes, (ii) l’utilisation des informations de capteur pour estimer les limites de voie plutôt que les informations
cartographiques préexistantes, (iii) la détermination d’emplacements de marqueurs de zones de construction plutôt
que de marqueurs de voies sur la route pour estimer et suivre les limites de voie, (iv) l’activation d’un ou plusieurs
capteurs pour le détection d’ouvriers de construction et la prise de décision de navigation basée sur la détection,
(v) le suivi d’un autre véhicule, (vi) le maintien d’une distance sûre prédéterminée d’autres véhicules, (vii) l’allumage
des phares, (viii) la réduction d’une vitesse du véhicule, et (ix) l’arrêt du véhicule.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre la détermination d’une sévérité de modifications de la route
dues à l’existence de la zone de construction, où la modification de la stratégie de commande est basée en outre
sur la sévérité des modifications de la route.

6. Support non transitoire lisible par ordinateur dans lequel sont stockées des instructions exécutables par un dispositif
informatique d’un véhicule, pour entrainer l’exécution par le dispositif informatique d’un procédé selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes.

7. Système de commande pour un véhicule (100), comprenant :

un dispositif informatique (111) configuré pour :

recevoir, à partir d’une pluralité de sources d’information, des informations liées à la détection d’une zone
de construction sur une route sur laquelle le véhicule se déplace, où chaque source d’information de la
pluralité de sources d’informations se voit attribuée une métrique de fiabilité respective indicative d’un
niveau de confiance de la détection de la zone de construction basé sur des informations respectives reçues
à partir de cette source d’information, où les informations reçues à partir de la pluralité de sources d’infor-
mation incluent au moins une des : (i) informations basées sur des images, (ii) informations basées sur
des données LIDAR, (iii) informations basées sur des données RADAR, (iv) informations sur le trafic et (v)
informations cartographiques ;
déterminer une probabilité d’existence de la zone de construction sur la route, basée sur les informations
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et les métriques de fiabilité respectives de la pluralité de sources d’information, où la probabilité est déter-
minée par le traitement des informations en utilisant un classifieur entrainé par des données d’entraînement
collectées antérieurement, où le classifieur a été entrainé par :

la réception de données d’entraînement pour une pluralité de situation de conduite du véhicule, où les
données d’entraînement incluent, pour chacune de la pluralité de situations de conduite, un ou plusieurs
des : (i) informations respectives basées sur des images, (ii) informations respectives basées sur des
données LIDAR, (iii) informations respectives basées sur des données RADAR, (iv) informations res-
pectives sur le trafic et (v) informations respectives cartographiques ;
la réception d’une indication positive ou négative d’une existence respective d’une zone de construction
respective correspondant aux données d’entraînement respectives pour chacune des situations de
conduite ;
la corrélation, pour chaque situation de conduite, de l’indication positive et négative avec les données
d’entraînement respectives ; et
la détermination de paramètres du classifieur basés sur les corrélations pour la pluralité de situations
de conduite ; la modification, en utilisant le dispositif informatique, d’une stratégie de commande as-
sociée à un comportement de conduite du véhicule, basée sur la probabilité ; et
la commande du véhicule, basée sur la stratégie de commande modifiée.

8. Système selon la revendication 7, dans lequel le dispositif informatique est configuré en outre pour commander le
véhicule dans un mode de fonctionnement autonome.

9. Système selon la revendication 7, dans lequel le dispositif informatique est configuré pour recevoir des informations
cartographiques, où les informations cartographiques incluent des informations de panneaux liées aux emplace-
ments et types des panneaux existant sur la route, et où la détermination de la probabilité comprend la détermination
de la présence d’un panneau prospectif de zone de construction manquant dans l’information cartographique.

10. Système selon la revendication 9, dans lequel le dispositif informatique est configuré en outre pour mettre à jour
les informations cartographiques pour inclure les informations de panneaux respectives associées au panneau
prospectif de zone de construction et à la probabilité de l’existence de la zone de construction sur la route.

11. Système selon la revendication 7, comprenant en outre un ou plusieurs dispositifs de capture d’image couplés au
dispositif informatique et configurés pour fournir des informations basées sur images au dispositif informatique, où
les informations basées sur images sont indicatives (i) de l’emplacement d’un ou plusieurs objets statiques par
rapport à la route, et (ii) de la géométrie de la route.

12. Système selon la revendication 7, dans lequel le dispositif informatique est configuré en outre pour déterminer une
sévérité de modifications de la route dues à l’existence de la zone de construction, dans lequel le dispositif infor-
matique est configuré en outre pour modifier la stratégie de commande sur la base de la sévérité des modifications
de la route.
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